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Dear colleagues, dear friends,
After Toronto, it is time to return to Europe, and more precisely
to Portugal and to the city of Porto, located alongside the Douro
River. Porto is a vibrant city registered as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site since 1996.

This Congress has the support of the Portuguese Bar Association
which represents around 30.000 lawyers and regulates the
profession protects its social role, dignity and prestige and
promotes access to knowledge and the application of the law.

Porto is also famous for the Douro River and its wine. With
its Quintas (farms) that extend along the almost vertical
slopes of the Douro valleys, Porto offers an unforgettable
experience to our colleagues and their families.

UIA members and friends already know this, but I would like to
assure to first time participants that a UIA Congress is the right
place to make to new friends and to establish long-standing
business relationships.

This year, Congress main themes are limited to two:
“Legal Practice in the Digital Era” and “Legal Challenges
of Modern Day Slavery”.

But as life is more than work, alongside the scientific program, our
Congress will also provide high quality social and leisure programs
to enjoy the charm of Porto.

The legal practice has entered the digital age. Are lawyers
gradually being replaced by computers? Which challenges
does the digital era raise for the legal practice?

I am sure that with your support and strong participation, the 2018
Porto UIA Congress will be a huge success.
Pedro PAIS DE ALMEIDA
UIA President

43 commissions and working groups are UIA’s
strength. The cutting edge legal
content provided during their
working sessions at the Congress
enable participants to increase
their knowledge in different
practice areas.
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Welcome to Portugal
From the time when Prince Henry the Navigator encouraged
Portuguese sea captains to undertake a series of daring oceanic
voyages, Portugal, a small country on the extreme edge of Europe,
became the first post-feudal western empire, and in fact ended up
being the last European colonial power.
Thus it came about that Portugal, though small, spread its influence
around the world to Asia, Africa and the Americas creating in the
process a unique “blend” between the culture and civilisation
of this country and the cultures and civilisations of the
various peoples with whom the Portuguese inter-acted.
Perhaps it is this openness to other cultures that is
also the reason why this country has been so willingly
accepted as a constructive and indeed leading, though
not dominating, participant in the ongoing relationships
within the world of Portuguese-speaking countries, a
community (it may be noted) that accounts for around 250
million people.
In welcoming you today in Portugal, let me
say how very proud we are to have the UIA
Congress here in the City of Porto, capital
of Portugal’s northern region. It is our
ambition to do everything we can to

ensure that all of you attending this Congress have a wonderful
and unforgettable experience during your stay.
It is fair to say as we look back that Portugal was the starting point
of a social phenomenon which, whether we like it or not, nowadays
affects us all namely “globalisation”. We also recognise, with the
perspective of history, that this country played an active role both
positive and negative in the development of what are now rightly
seen to be “human rights”. With these thoughts in our minds, I am
fully confident that Porto will prove to be an inspirational place for
us to discuss the two main themes chosen for our Congress.
Taking inspiration from our ancestors, let us try - through our
discussions - to meet that challenge and to generate new ideas
and formulate new and imaginative responses to both themes.
At the same time, I urge you all not to miss the opportunity to
enjoy to the full the charm and hospitality of this beautiful city of
Porto.
Welcome to the UIA 2018 Congress.
Pedro REBELO DE SOUSA
President of the Congress
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INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISING COMMITTEE

UIA
Bringing Together
the World’s Lawyers
The UIA is a global and multi-cultural organisation
for the legal profession. Created in 1927, the UIA
brings together members from more than 120
countries. The UIA facilitates professional
development and international exchange of
information and ideas, promotes the rule of law,
defends the independence and freedom of
lawyers worldwide, and emphasises friendship,
collegiality and networking among members.
Today, the UIA reaches around two million
lawyers through its individual and collective
members (bar associations, lawyers’ federations
and organisations) worldwide.
Different categories of membership
are available, depending on your profile and the
country in which you practice law.

Join the UIA
and become a member
of the world’s strongest
network of lawyers
You can join one of the 43 UIA commissions and
share your experience with professionals from all
over the world, during seminars, training courses
and the UIA annual congress.
You will also be able to join forces with the UIA
Institute for the Rule of Law (UIA-IROL) which
yearly provides its support to lawyers who cannot
freely practice their profession. Everywhere in the
world where rights of defence are threatened or
the proper administration of justice is hindered,
the UIA will make your voice heard.

By becoming a member of the UIA
you can also benefit
from a preferential rate
for your registration
to the congress.
To find out more,
go to the UIA website at:
www.uianet.org
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Pedro PAIS DE ALMEIDA - UIA President
Pedro REBELO DE SOUSA - Congress President
Xavier NORMAND-BODARD - Secretary General
Hervé CHEMOULI - Finance Director
Michael BRAUCH - Congress Director
Stéphane BONIFASSI - Congress Deputy Director
Randy ALIMENT - Director of Sponsorship
Sebastiaan MOOLENAAR - Director of Commissions
José Luís MOREIRA DA SILVA - President of the Portuguese National Committee

PORTUGUESE COMMITTEE
Vice-Presidents:
António LOBO XAVIER - Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva & Associados
Carlos LUCENA - Telles de Abreu - Advogados
Filipe AVIDES MOREIRA - Cuatrecasas
Nuno AZEVEDO NEVES - DLA Piper ABBC
Paulo BANDEIRA - SRS Advogados
João CAIADO GUERREIRO - Caiado Guerreiro
Tiago CAIADO GUERREIRO - Caiado Guerreiro
Paulo CÂMARA - Sérvulo & Associados
Andreia CARNEIRO - Andreia Lima Carneiro & Associados
Miguel CERQUEIRA GOMES - Cerqueira Gomes & Associados
José COSTA PINTO - ANJAP - Associação Nacional dos Jovens Advogados Portugueses
Gonçalo DA CUNHA - FCB - F. Castelo Branco & Associados
Alexandre DE ALBUQUERQUE - Albuquerque & Associados
João ESPANHA - Espanha & Associados
Rogério M. FERNANDES FERREIRA - RFF & Associados
Manuel FONTAINE CAMPOS - Porto Catholic University
Nuno GALVÃO TELES - Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva & Associados
João HONORATO - Galp
Maria JOÃO GASPAR - Caixa Geral de Depósitos
Jorge LEÃO - Jorge Leão Advogados
Bernardo LOBO XAVIER - Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva & Associados
Manuel LOPES ROCHA - PLMJ
Tiago MARREIROS MOREIRA - VdA - Vieira de Almeida & Associados
Pedro MELO - PLMJ
Tiago MENDONÇA - Confederação Empresarial da CPLP
Susana MOURA REIS - ABPD - Amaral Blanco, Portela Duarte & Associados
Paulo ORTIGÃO DE OLIVEIRA - Delgado & Associados
Luís PAIS ANTUNES - PLMJ
Acácio PITA NEGRÃO - PLEN - Sociedade de Advogados
Pedro RAPOSO - PRA - Raposo, Sá Miranda & Associados
Gonçalo RIBEIRO DA COSTA - CSA - Correia, Seara, Caldas, Simões & Associados
Pedro ROMANO MARTINEZ - Lisbon Faculty of Law
Francisco SÁ CARNEIRO - Campos Ferreira, Sá Carneiro & Associados
Paulo SARAGOÇA DA MATTA - Saragoça da Matta & Silveiro de Barros
Fernando TONIM - Luis S. Rodrigues & Associados
Fernando VEIGA GOMES - Abreu Advogados
João VIEIRA DE ALMEIDA - VdA - Vieira de Almeida & Associados
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COMMITTEE OF HONOUR
Under the Presidency of Guilherme FIGUEIREDO - President of the Portuguese Bar Association
Eduardo FERRO RODRIGUES - President of Parliament
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Júlio DE CASTRO CALDAS - President of the Portuguese Bar Association (1993-1998)
José Miguel JÚDICE - President of the Portuguese Bar Association (2002-2004)
Rogério ALVES - President of the Portuguese Bar Association (2005-2007)
Luís Paulo MONTEIRO - President of the Angola Bar Association
Cláudio LAMACHIA - President of the Federal Council of the Brazilian Bar Association, President of UALP
Sofia OLIVEIRA LIMA - President of the Cabo Verde Bar Association
Basílio MANCURO SANCA - President of the Guiné Bissau Bar Association
Jorge NETO VALENTE - President of the Macau Association of Lawyers
Flávio Prazeres LOPES MENETE - President of the Mozambique Bar Association
Célia POSSER - President of the Sao Tome and Principe Bar Association
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Rui DELGADO - Lawyer
Vasco VIEIRA DE ALMEIDA - Lawyer
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 2018
8.00 am - 5.00 pm

Registration of participants  Centro de Congressos

10.30 am - 12.30 pm

UIA General Assembly  Centro de Congressos  Infante

12.30 pm - 2.00 pm

Networking Lunch  Centro de Congressos  Noble

2.00 pm - 3.30 pm

Spanish-Speaking Lawyers’ Forum  Porto
Portuguese-Speaking Lawyers’ Forum  Arrábida
French-Speaking Lawyers’ Forum  S. João

3.30 pm - 5.00 pm

Latin American Lawyers’ Forum  Porto
Forum of Lawyers from Central and Eastern European Countries  Arrábida
Arabic-Speaking Lawyers’ Forum  S. João

6.00 pm - 7.30 pm

Congress Opening Ceremony  Casa da Música

7.30 pm - 9.30 pm

Welcome Cocktail  Casa da Música
TOURIST ACTIVITIES

Afternoon

Porto Walking Tour

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 2018
8.00 am - 9.00 am

First-Timers Breakfast  Miniaturas

8.00 am - 5.30 pm

Registration of participants
Main theme 1: Legal Challenges of Modern Day Slavery  Infante

9.00 am - 12.30 pm
n

10.30 am
Coffee Break

12.30 pm - 2.00 pm

Working sessions of the commissions
Foreign Investment  D. Maria
Management of Law Firms / Insurance Law / Tort Law  D. Luís
OHADA Law  Porto
EU Law  Arrábida
Family Law  S. João
Session hosted by the Law Society of Hong Kong (11.00 am - 12.30 pm)  Miragaia
Lunch  Archive
International Bars Leaders’ Senate  Infante

2.00 pm - 5.30 pm
n

3.30 pm
Coffee Break

4.30 pm - 6.30 pm
8.00 pm

Working sessions of the commissions
International Arbitration  D. Maria
Corporate Law and Mergers & Acquisitions  D. Luís
Criminal Law  Porto
Administrative Law / Environmental Law and Sustainable Development  Arrábida
International Criminal Defence (2.00 pm - 3.30 pm)  Miragaia
Speed Dating for Law Firms (2.00 pm - 4.00 pm)  S. João
UIA Women’s Network Session & Cocktail  S. João
Informal Evening  Quinta dos Barões
TOURIST ACTIVITIES

Morning
Afternoon

Visit to Graham's Port Lodge
Porto Walking Tour

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2018
8.00 am - 9.00 am

Meeting of Presidents of Commissions  Miragaia

8.00 am - 5.30 pm

Registration of participants
Main theme 2: Legal Practice in the Digital Era  Infante

9.00 am - 12.30 pm
n

10.30 am
Coffee Break
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Working sessions of the commissions
Real Estate Law / Contract Law / Litigation  D. Maria
The Future of the Lawyer (9.00am - 10.30 am)  D. Luís
Labour Law (11.00 am - 12.30 pm)  D. Luís
Young Lawyers  Porto
Tax Law  Arrábida
Human Rights  S. João
Art Law (11.00 am - 12.30 pm)  Miragaia
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2.00 pm - 5.30 pm
n

3.30 pm
Coffee Break

8.30 pm

Congress Schedule

12.30 pm - 2.00 pm

2018

Lunch  Archive
Working sessions of the commissions
Transport Law / Insurance Law / Law of Robotics  Infante
Protection of Lawyers  D. Maria
Mediation and Conflict Prevention (2.00 pm - 3.30 pm)  D. Luís
Sports Law (4.00 pm - 6.00 pm)  D. Luís
Privacy and Rights of the Digital Person  Porto
Competition Law  Arrábida
Media Law  S. João
UIA / ABA (2.00 pm - 3.30 pm)  Miragaia
Gala Dinner  Palácio da Bolsa
TOURIST ACTIVITIES

Full Day

A Day Trip to the Minho Province (Northern Portugal)

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2018
8.00 - 9.30 am
8.30 am - 4.00 pm

9.00 am - 12.30 pm
n

10.30 am
Coffee Break

12.30 pm - 2.00 pm
2.00 pm - 5.30 pm
n

3.30 pm
Coffee Break

Meeting of Presidents of National Committees  Miragaia
Registration of participants
Working sessions of the commissions
Intellectual Property / Information and Technology Law  Infante
Private International Law  D. Maria
Business and Human Rights / Fashion Law  D. Luís
Banking and Financial Services Law / Startups & Venture Capital  Porto
International Estate Planning  Arrábida
Retirement and Pensions (9.00 am - 10.30 am)  S. João
UIA / AIJA (11.00 am - 12.30 pm)  S. João
Lunch  Archive
Working sessions of the commissions
International Sale of Goods  D. Maria
Biotechnology Law / Health Law / Environmental Law & Sustainable Development / Food Law  D. Luís
Immigration and Nationality Law  Arrábida
Bankruptcy Law  S. João

6.00 pm - 7.30 pm

Closing Ceremony  Centro de Congressos  Infante

7.30 pm - 8.30 pm

Closing Cocktail  Centro de Congressos  Noble
TOURIST ACTIVITIES

Morning

Visit to the Serralves Foundation and Gardens

Evening

Fado Evening

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2018
9.00 am - 5.00 pm

General excursion  Guimarães and Braga

Associated meetings: most of the commissions and national committees will hold a meeting with their members during the congress
(the dates and times will be given in the final programme).
The scientific sessions (main themes, working sessions of the commissions and other meetings),
the registration of participants, the congress lunches, the UIA General Assembly
and the closing ceremony will take place at the Centro de Congressos da Alfândega do Porto.

Register online www.uianet.org
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Congress Information
CONGRESS VENUE
CENTRO DE CONGRESSOS
DA ALFÂNDEGA DO PORTO
Rua Nova da Alfândega - Edifício da Alfândega
4050-430 Porto - Portugal
Tel.: +351 223 403 000/24
Website: www.ccalfandegaporto.com

ORGANISERS’ ADDRESS

LIST OF CONGRESS PARTICIPANTS
Once you are registered for the congress you have privileged access
to the participants’ list (along with contact details) at any time on
the UIA Website www.uianet.org, Porto congress section.

CONGRESS REPORTS
The reports received in electronic format by the UIA will be available
on the UIA Website, www.uianet.org, Porto congress section, for all
registered participants who have paid their registration fees.

To register for the congress and for any information on the UIA and/
or the congress, please contact:

HELPFUL TIP

UNION INTERNATIONALE DES AVOCATS
20 rue Drouot - 75009 Paris - France
Tel: +33 1 44 88 55 66 - Fax: +33 1 44 88 55 77
Email: uiacentre@uianet.org
Website: www.uianet.org
To book your hotel, register for tourist activities and for precongress
programme, please contact:

You will also have the opportunity throughout the
congress to download directly all the reports and other
documents of the congress scientific sessions, using the
Wifi connection that will be available at the Centro de
Congressos.

DESTINATION PLUS
58 rue Saint Lambert - 75015 Paris - France
Tel: +33 1 56 08 37 37 - Fax: +33 1 56 08 37 38
Email: congres-uia@destinationplus.fr
Website: www.destinationplus-uia.com

ACCESS FOR PEOPLE WITH RESTRICTED MOBILITY
As the access to some venues might not be very easy for people
with restricted mobility, please kindly indicate in the appropriate
section of the registration form whether you need any particular
attention.

SHUTTLES / ACCESS
The UIA will provide a shuttle service during daytime between the
Centro de Congressos and the hotels of the congress. Transfers
to and from your hotel will be provided for the evenings. The
shuttle schedules will be available in the congress final programme
distributed onsite at the registration desk and posted up in the
hotels.

LUNCHES
Lunches will be organised so that you have ample time to meet
friends and colleagues. They will be served at the Centro de
Congressos. Access will be granted on presentation of your badge,
and based on the selection you have made on your registration form.

ACCREDITATION
In order to obtain credits for continuing legal education purposes,
if applicable depending on agreement at the national level, each
participant attending the congress may download his / her
“Certificate of Attendance” after the Congress ends through “My
UIA” section at www.uianet.org. For more information, please
contact the UIA.

CHANGES AND ADDITIONS
Some names and meetings or activities have not yet been inserted
in this programme, as the UIA did not receive confirmations in time
for printing. We invite you to regularly consult the portal of the Porto
congress on the UIA Website to find out about the changes and
additions made in the congress programme. The final programme
will be distributed to participants at the congress venue, and will
include all updates and logistical information.

SIMULTANEOUS TRANSLATION
The table on page 38 summarises the meetings where simultaneous
translation will be provided, according to the information available
as of the time of printing. Upon your arrival at the congress, please
consult the final programme to check whether simultaneous
translation is being provided in other languages or for other
meetings.

EXHIBITION AREA
The congress partners will be at the Centro de Congressos during
the entire event to present their products and services. The list of
the congress partners and exhibitors will be available on the UIA
Website www.uianet.org, Porto congress section.
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Country Information
ENTRY FORMALITIES
Nationals of EU Member States and Swiss nationals do not need a
visa for stays of less than three months. However, they must be in
possession of a valid National Identity Card or Passport.
Passport holders from countries other than EU Member States or
Switzerland should consult the Ministry of Foreign Affairs website,
which lists the countries whose citizens do not require a visa for
short stays. If, on the contrary, you are a citizen of a country that
is subject to the visa obligation, please contact the Portuguese
embassy or consulate in your country of residence in order to obtain
a visa:
http://www.secomunidades.pt/vistos/index.php?option=com_
content&view=article&id=175&Itemid=151&lang=en
We strongly advise those who require a visa to proceed with their
visa application as early as possible (see page 50).

TRANSPORT
Direct flights serve Porto airport on several airlines. You can benefit
from attractive rates if you book your flight online as early as
possible.

TAP is the Porto Congress
official carrier
TAP Air Portugal is the flag carrier airline
of Portugal, based at Lisbon Airport. TAP is a member of
the Star Alliance and operates on average 2,500 flights a
week to 87 destinations in 34 countries in Europe, Africa
and America. You may benefit from preferential rates by
booking directly on www.flytap.com, entering the following
promotional code: IT18TPCG15

You may contact our partner agency Destination Plus for further
information regarding flights, and to organise your flights for groups
of more than 10 people:

2018

TRANSFERS
The UIA will not provide shuttle services from the airport. Porto
Francisco Sá Carneiro international airport is located 18 km from
the Centro de Congressos. It takes around 25 minutes to go from
the airport to the Centro de Congressos by taxi when there is little
traffic. The taxi fare is approximately €20.
Porto has also a good public transport system: there are 6
underground lines, 3 tramway lines, a funicular and 74 city bus lines.

PRE-CONGRESS PROGRAMME / TOURIST ACTIVITIES
The Destination Plus agency offers a pre-congress programme from
Lisbon to Porto. This itinerary will permit you to discover Lisbon,
Sintra, Batalha, Fatima, Coimbra and Aveiro. You can also visit Porto
and its surroundings during the Congress.
The details of the pre-congress programme and tourist activities can
be found on pages 44 to 46 of the programme. The Destination Plus
reservation form is enclosed to enable you to proceed with your
booking. You can also book online at:
www.destinationplus-uia.com

CLOTHING
The weather in Porto in October/November can be variable. We
recommend that you take mid-season clothes with you.
Dress code for the various social events:
n Opening ceremony and cocktail: business attire
n Informal evening: smart casual wear
n Gala dinner: full evening dress
n General excursion: casual wear

HELPFUL TIP
Please note that Thursday, November 1 is a very
important religious holiday in Portugal (All Saints’ Day),
and several religious sites will be closed to visitors in
order to celebrate mass.

DESTINATION PLUS
58 rue Saint Lambert - 75015 Paris - France
Tel.: +33 1 56 08 37 37 - Fax: +33 1 56 08 37 38
Email: congres-uia@destinationplus.fr
Website: www.destinationplus-uia.com

ACCOMMODATION
Description of the selected hotels can be found on pages 42 and 43.
You can book your accommodation online via our partner agency
Destination Plus: www.destinationplus-uia.com

Register online www.uianet.org
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Sponsors and Exhibitors of the 62nd Congress
GLOBAL LEGAL SOLUTIONS PREMIER SPONSOR
LexisNexis
Nigel Roberts
Senior Director Global Associations
125 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10007 - United States
E. nigel.roberts@lexisnexis.com
W. www.lexisnexis.com

MAIN CORPORATE SPONSOR
State Reach International Limited
Representative Office:
Av. Dr. Mário Soares, FIT Center of Macau,
15º “A-K”
Macau, SAR, China

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS
Ordem dos Advogados Portugueses
Lg S Domingos, 14 -1 º
1169-060 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 218 823 550
E. cons.geral@cg.oa.pt
W. www.oa.pt

Turismo de Portugal
Rua Ivone Silva, Lote 6
1050-124 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 211 140 200
E. info@turismodeportugal.pt
W. www.turismodeportugal.pt

PLATINUM SPONSORS
Abreu Advogados
Av. Infante D. Henrique, 26
1149-096 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 21 723 18 00
E. rosemary.goncalves@abreuadvogados.com
W. www.abreuadvogados.com

Fidelidade
Largo do Calhariz, 30
1249-001 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 217 948 800
W. www.fidelidade.pt

Civil and Mercantile Court of Arbitration
CIMA
C/ Serrano, 16 - 2° izqda
28001 Madrid - Spain
T. +34 91 431 76 90
E. cima@cima-arbitraje.com
W. www.cima-arbitraje.com

Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da Silva
e Associados
Rua Castilho, 165
1070-050 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 226 166 965
W. www.mlgts.pt

Cuatrecasas
Praça Marquês de Pombal, 2
1250-160 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 21 355 38 00
E. cuatrecasasportugal@cuatrecasas.com
W. www.cuatrecasas.com

SRS Advogados
Rua Dom Francisco Manuel de Melo, 21
1070-085 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 21 313 20 00
E. geral.portugal@srslegal.pt
W. www.srslegal.pt

GOLD SPONSORS
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Microsoft Portugal
MSFT, Software para Microcomputadores, Lda
Rua do Fogo de Santelmo, Lote 2.07.02
1990-110 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 210 491 000
E. emportugal@microsoft.com
W. www.microsoft.com/pt-pt/

Telles de Abreu e Associados
Rua da Restauração, 348
4050-501 Porto - Portugal
T. +351 220 308 800
W. www.telles.pt

Montepio
Rua Áurea, 219-241
1100-062 Lisbon - Portugal
W. www.montepio.pt

VdA - Vieira de Almeida
Rua Dom Luís I, 28
1200-151 Lisbon - Portugal
T. (+351) 21 311 3400
E. VdA_RelacoesInstitucionais@vda.pt
W. www.vda.pt
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Sponsors and Exhibitors of the 62nd Congress
GOLD SPONSORS
Vista Alegre
T. +351 234 320 600
E. geral@vistaalegre.com
W. www.vistaalegre.com

CONGRESS OFFICIAL CARRIER
TAP Air Portugal
E. congressos@tap.pt
W. www.flytap.com

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORTER
CESA - Centro de Estudos das Sociedades de
Advogados
Rua Boa Vista, 254 - 4° andar - sala 413
01014-907 São Paulo - Brazil
T. +55 11 3104 8402
E. cesa@cesa.org.br
W. www.cesa.org.br

EXCLUSIVE LUNCH SPONSOR (OCT. 31)
AICEP Portugal Global - Trade & Investment
Agency
Av. 5 de Outubro, 101
1050-051 Lisbon - Portugal
T. + 351 217 909 500
E. aicep@portugalglobal.pt
W. www.portugalglobal.pt

GALA DINNER SPONSORS
Abreu Advogados
Av. Infante D. Henrique, 26
1149-096 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 21 723 18 00
E. rosemary.goncalves@abreuadvogados.com
W. www.abreuadvogados.com

Conseil National des Barreaux
180 boulevard Haussmann
75008 Paris - France
T. +33 1 53 30 85 41
E. international@cnb.avocat.fr
W. www.cnb.avocat.fr

Barreau de Paris
11, place Dauphine
75001 Paris - France
T. +33 1 44 32 49 49
E. international@avocatparis.org
W. www.avocatparis.org

UGGC Avocats
47 rue de Monceau
75008 Paris - France
T. + 33 1 56 69 70 00
E. paris@uggc.com
W. www.uggc.com

“LEGAL PRACTICE IN THE DIGITAL ERA”
MAIN THEME SPONSOR
Microsoft Portugal
MSFT, Software para Microcomputadores, Lda
Rua do Fogo de Santelmo, Lote 2.07.02
1990-110 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 210 491 000
E. emportugal@microsoft.com
W. www.microsoft.com/pt-pt/

SESSION SPONSOR
The Law Society of Hong Kong
3/F, Wing On House, 71 Des Voeux Road
Central
Hong Kong, SAR - China
T. +852 2846 0500
E. adceag@hklawsoc.org.hk
W. www.hklawsoc.org.hk
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“MODERN DAY SLAVERY”
MAIN THEME SPONSOR
Montepio
Rua Áurea, 219-241
1100-062 Lisbon - Portugal
W. www.montepio.pt

INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION SESSION SPONSOR
Civil and Mercantile Court of Arbitration
CIMA
C/ Serrano, 16 - 2° izqda
28001 Madrid - Spain
T. +34 91 431 76 90
E. cima@cima-arbitraje.com
W. www.cima-arbitraje.com
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CONGRESS BAG INSERT SPONSOR

Studio Legale Macchi di Cellere Gangemi
Via G. Cuboni, 12
00197 Rome - Italy
E. p.ganapini@macchi-gangemi.com
W. www.macchi-gangemi.com

Studio Lorenzetti Marques
Av. Brig. Faria Lima, 201 - 11th Floor
05426-100 Sao Paulo - Brazil
E. elorenzetti@slmlaw.com.br
W. www.slmlaw.com.br

COFFEE BREAK SPONSORS
PLMJ Advogados
Edifício Eurolex, Avenida da Liberdade, 224
1250-148 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 21 319 73 00
W. www.plmj.com

Unilever Firma, Lda
Largo Monterroio de Mascarenhas, 1
1099-081 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 213 892 000

NOTEPAD SPONSOR
Telles de Abreu e Associados
Rua da Restauração, 348
4050-501 Porto - Portugal
T. +351 220 308 800
W. www.telles.pt

OTHER SPONSOR

Fidelidade
Largo do Calhariz, 30
1249-001 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 217 948 800
W. www.fidelidade.pt

CONGESS BAG SPONSOR

Casa de Arrochela
Av. Eng. Duarte Pacheco
Amoreiras, Torre 2, 9º Andar, Sala 8
1070-102 Lisbon - Portugal
W. www.arrochela.com

Vista Alegre
T. +351 234 320 600
E. geral@vistaalegre.com
W. www.vistaalegre.com

Casa de Arrochela
Av. Eng. Duarte Pacheco
Amoreiras, Torre 2, 9º Andar, Sala 8
1070-102 Lisbon - Portugal
W. www.arrochela.com

LexisNexis
Nigel Roberts
Senior Director Global Associations
125 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10007 - United States
E. nigel.roberts@lexisnexis.com
W. www.lexisnexis.com

Civil and Mercantile Court of Arbitration
CIMA
C/ Serrano, 16 - 2° izqda
28001 Madrid - Spain
T. +34 91 431 76 90
E. cima@cima-arbitraje.com
W. www.cima-arbitraje.com

Scharlau
Gato Pérez, 33. P.L. Mas d’en Cisa
08181 Sentmenat - Barcelona - Spain
E. kirstinscharlau@scharlau.com
W. www.scharlau.com

EXHIBITORS

Fidelidade
Largo do Calhariz, 30
1249-001 Lisbon - Portugal
T. +351 217 948 800
W. www.fidelidade.pt
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CORTE CIVIL Y MERCANTIL DE ARBITRAJE

CIMA
Madrid (España)

Corte Civil y Mercantil de Arbitraje
Asociación administradora de arbitrajes de derecho y equidad,
totalmente independiente, cuyas listas de Árbitros nacionales
e internacionales están formadas por Abogados de indudable
categoría profesional y cuya Secretaría vela por la correcta
tramitación de los expedientes de arbitraje.

Civil and Mercantile Court of Arbitration
A fully independent association that manages arbitrations of law
or equity, whose members, national and international Arbitrators,
are Lawyers of unquestionable professional excellence, and whose
Secretary ensures the correct processing of arbitration files.

Cour Civile et Commerciale d’Arbitrage
Association d’administration des arbitrages de droit et d’équité,
totalement indépendante, dont les listes d’Arbitres nationaux
et internationaux sont composées d’Avocats possédant une
catégorie professionnelle indubitable et dont le Secrétariat veille
au bon traitement des dossiers d’arbitrage.

Serrano, 16, 2.º izquierda • 28001 Madrid (España)
Tel.: [+34] 91 431 76 90 • Fax: [+34] 91 431 61 38
cima@cima-arbitraje.com • www.arbitrajecima.com

Sponsors and Exhibitors of the 62nd Congress
MEDIA PARTNERS
El Mundo del Abogado
Luis A. Pelayo - Editorial Director
Santa Catalina, 416 - Col. Insurgentes
San Borja, Del. Benito Juárez
Mexico, DF. 03100 - Mexico
T. +52 5559 2250
E. editor@elmundodelabogado.com
W. www.elmundodelabogado.com

Iberian Lawyer
Mari Cruz Taboada - Editorial Director
C/ Lagasca, 138
28006 Madrid - Spain
T. +34 91 563 3691 (Ext. 10)
E. maricruz.taboada@iberianlegalgroup.com
W. www.iberianlawyer.com

El Mundo de la Educación
W. www.elmundodelaeducacion.mx

La Semaine Juridique - Édition Générale
Hélène Béranger - Chief Editor
141 rue de Javel
75747 Paris Cedex 15 - France
T. +33 1 45 58 93 24
E. elise.fils@lexisnexis.fr
W. lexisnexis.fr

FOOTBALL MATCH PARTNER
Mundiavocat
5/29 rue Guilleminot
75014 Paris - France
T. +33 1 77 70 65 15
E. info@mundiavocat.com
W. www.mundiavocat.com
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Not-to-be-missed Events

JACQUES LEROY
INTERNATIONAL PRIZE
Tuesday, October 30 - 6.00 pm
Casa da Música - Sala Suggia
The UIA believes that young lawyers can also help in
promoting human rights in business and is organising for the
9th time the Jacques Leroy International Prize to reward a
young lawyer under 35 years old for his or her legal work.
The Jacques Leroy International Prize will be awarded during
the Opening Ceremony. It recognises a paper submitted to
the UIA before July 31, 2018 (argument, study, case
commentary) dealing with the following theme:
“Modern Slavery”.

UIA /
LEXISNEXIS RULE OF
LAW AWARD
Tuesday, October 30 - 6.00 pm
Casa da Música - Sala Suggia
The UIA “Rule of Law Award” was created in
cooperation with LexisNexis to honour individuals and
organisations who actively contribute to the
advancement of the rule of law within the legal
community. The third edition of this Award will be
presented during the Opening Ceremony.

SPEED DATING
FOR LAW FIRMS
Wednesday, October 31
2.00 pm - 4.00 pm
Centro de Congressos - S. João

FIRST-TIMERS BREAKFAST
Wednesday, October 31
8.00 am - 9.00 am
Centro de Congressos - Miniaturas

During this session, the law firms’ representatives
will give a 3-minute presentation of themselves.
The aim is to extend their network internationally
for future engagements, to meet lawyers from
around the world and to share their experience
of managing law firms.

Are you a new participant at the UIA Congress?
The UIA officials will welcome you during a GetTogether Breakfast. To make sure you receive
special attention during this new experience,
your accreditation badge will mention
that you are a Congress firsttimer.

FIRST UIA
PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST
Thursday, November 1 - 8.30 pm
Palácio da Bolsa
The Art Law and the Food Law Commissions
invite you to enter a photography contest on
the subject of “Food and Art”. The 10 best
photographs – submitted before August 31,
2018 – will be selected by a jury and exhibited
during the Congress. The first prize will be
presented at the Gala Dinner.
For more information, do not
hesitate to contact
the UIA!

Register online www.uianet.org

ACTIVITIES FOR
YOUNG LAWYERS
Thursday, November 1
9.00 am - 12.30 pm
Friday, November 2
11.00 am - 12.30 pm
Centro de Congressos - S. João
Are you a young lawyer? Discover the two special
sessions “Ethical Dilemmas and Common Pitfalls for
Young Lawyers”; “How Blockchain Will Change the
Profession” and meet up with other young
colleagues during the sporting
activities and social
events!

UIA WOMEN’S
NETWORK SESSION AND
COCKTAIL
Wednesday, October 31
4.30 pm - 6.30 pm
Centro de Congressos - S. João
This event will enable women lawyers to meet
with each other to develop business.
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9.00 AM - 12.30 PM - INFANTE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31
MAIN THEME 1: LEGAL CHALLENGES OF MODERN DAY SLAVERY

Some might believe that slavery ended with its abolition in the 19th century, but slavery is still present today in every corner of the world.
Among other forms, modern day slavery ranges from forced prostitution and forced labour, to debt bondage, human trafficking, descent-based slavery, child
slavery, forced and early marriage and forced organ removal.
Latest estimates from the International Labour Organisation show that in 2016, approximately 40.3 million people were the victims of modern slavery, distributed as follows: (i) 24.9 million people subjected to forced labour; and (ii) 15.4 million people living in a forced marriage to which they had not consented.
Our role as lawyers may be broad in relation to this issue, from campaigning against slavery, to providing legal advice to victims and assisting them in the
prosecution of traffickers as well as lobbying for the increase of legal protection measures for the victims.

Mains Themes

2018

By choosing this main theme, we expect to raise awareness about this modern day plague and to provide legal training in the different legal issues raised
by modern day slavery.
Coordinator:
Gonçalo MATIAS (Saraiva Matias e Associados) Lisbon, Portugal

9.00 am - 10.30 am > Panel 1: Debt Bondage, Human Trafficking, and Forced Labour as Forms of Slavery
11.00 am - 12.30 pm > Panel 2: The Impact of Modern Day Slavery on Business and Criminal Liability

9.00 AM - 12.30 PM - INFANTE
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1
MAIN THEME 2: LEGAL PRACTICE IN THE DIGITAL ERA
The digital revolution offers multiple challenges for the practice of law, affecting both law firms and individual practitioners.
The use of cloud based tools, big data and artificial intelligence (AI) or voice recognition technology is expected to improve access to justice and allow new
ways of providing legal services. However, it will also significantly affect the way our profession is structured.
Activities typically undertaken by lawyers such as document review, drafting of legal documents including commercial contracts, and legal research are to
be increasingly automated, technology based, and thus commoditized through the use of AI, e-discovery or digital litigation support tools.
In addition, new providers of legal services, such as accounting firms and legal start-ups, are likely to accelerate the incorporation of technology and innovation in legal services.
Law firms are thus faced with the need to change their internal organization, to recruit new lawyers and to retrain existing lawyers with the necessary skills
to fully embrace the challenges of digitalization. This includes the use of digital tools to market legal services, a capability which has a growing impact on
the way client referrals take place.
Because such challenges will shape our profession in a significant way over the next decade, it is now time to embrace a thorough discussion of them within
the UIA.
Coordinator:
Marc GALLARDO (RSM) Barcelona, Spain

Register online www.uianet.org
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UIA Networking Day
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30
The opening day of the Congress is an opportunity to meet up with your colleagues
again in the particularly friendly atmosphere that is typical of the UIA!
This year, you will have the opportunity to attend a lunch and choose between 6 different forum sessions to meet other lawyers
with the same regional and language affinities. The UIA networking day will continue with the Opening Ceremony at Casa da Música.

10.30 AM - 12.30 PM > GENERAL ASSEMBLY / INFANTE
Meeting reserved exclusively for UIA members

12.30 PM - 2.00 PM > NETWORKING LUNCH / NOBLE
Price: €50 per person (optional activity)
Places are limited; registration will be on a first come first served basis.

2.00 PM - 3.30 PM > SPANISH-SPEAKING LAWYERS’ FORUM / PORTO
Arbitration - Multilatinas in Europe
We will review arbitration as a way of setting disputes and the investments made by the multilatinas (Latin American multinationals).
1 / Foreign investments by multinatinas: practical experience and target markets
2 / The financing of foreign investments by multilateral agencies
3 / Arbitration as a dispute resolution mechanism
Coordinator:
Jorge MARTÍ MORENO (Uría Menéndez) Valencia, Spain
Speakers:
Jenifer Valeria ALFARO BORGES (Alphabeto Uruguay) Montevideo, Uruguay
Konstantin DIMITROV (Dimitrov, Deevska, Vitanova & Antonov) Sofia, Bulgaria
Ángela DÍAZ-BASTIEN VARGAS-ZÚÑIGA (Ernesto Díaz-Bastien & Asociados) Madrid, Spain
Clifford J. HENDEL (Araoz & Rueda) Madrid, Spain
Fernando HERNÁNDEZ GÓMEZ (Vázquez Aldana, Hernández Gómez & Asociados) Guadalajara, Mexico
Carmen MEZA-INGAR, Lima, Peru
Urquiola de PALACIO (Palacio y Asociados, Abogados) Madrid, Spain
Juan Eduardo PALMA JARA (Palma Abogados) Santiago, Chile
Juan SERRADA HIERRO (Civil and Mercantile Court of Arbitration - CIMA) Madrid, Spain

PORTUGUESE-SPEAKING LAWYERS’ FORUM / ARRÁBIDA
Main Legal Challenges in Portuguese Speaking Countries – Corporate Law, Tax Regimen and Investment Protection,
Workers and Profession Mobility and Arbitration
Coordinator:
José Luís MOREIRA DA SILVA (SRS Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
Speakers:
Paulo BANDEIRA (SRS Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
Claudio GOMARA DE OLIVEIRA (Gomara de Oliveira Advogados) São Paulo, Brazil
Paulo LINS E SILVA (Paulo Lins e Silva Advogados) Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Tiago MARREIROS MOREIRA (VdA - Vieira de Almeida) Lisbon, Portugal
Antonio Sergio MONTEIRO (Sergio Wahnon Veiga Monteiro - Advogado) Cidade da Praia, Cabo Verde
Jorge NETO VALENTE (Jorge Neto Valente - Lawyers & Notaries) Macau, SAR, China
Pedro PAIS DE ALMEIDA, UIA President (Abreu Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
Eurico PAZ COSTA (ACPC Law Firm) Luanda, Angola
João Andre PEDRO (ACPC Law Firm) Luanda, Angola
Acácio PITA NEGRÃO (PLEN - Sociedade de Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
Momede POPAT (Bhikha & Popat Advogados) Maputo, Mozambique
Elmo PORTELLA (Portella Advogados) Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Pedro RAPOSO (PRA - Raposo, Sá Miranda & Associados) Lisbon, Portugal
Pedro REBELO DE SOUSA, Congress President (SRS Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
José Carlos SOARES MACHADO (SRS Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
Fernando TONIM (Tonim Associados) Sao Tome, Sao Tome and Principe
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1 / Current events in French-speaking countries
2 / Promotion of our areas of expertise and national cultures
3 / Presentation of the International Organisation of La Francophonie (IOF) and its support actions
4 / Which actions and which networks in the French-speaking legal area?
Coordinator:
Françoise HECQUET (SCP Preel Hecquet Payet-Godel) Paris, France
Speakers:
Dominique ATTIAS (2nd Vice-President of the FBE) Paris, France
Michel CARRIÉ (Organisation Internationale de la Francophonie) Paris, France
Stanley GASTON (President of the CIB, President of the Port-au-Prince and Haiti Bar Association) Port-au-Prince, Haiti

3.30 PM - 5.00 PM > LATIN AMERICAN LAWYERS’ FORUM / PORTO
Corruption in Latin America: Recent Legislative Changes and Judicial Decisions that Have Taken Place in our Countries
Indicate that we are Moving Forward against Corruption in the Region
Latin America has always been known for its endemic corruption. Regardless of the exaggerated stereotype, it is a fact that for centuries our
countries have suffered from the prevalence of this scourge. In recent years, we have seen several signs that this situation is changing for the better.
The development of computerised resources, with data crossing and transparency, democratic consolidation, freedom of the press and even the
widespread use of social networks, have led to widespread rejection of corruption, with major social and political movements, which, in certain
cases, have resulted in legislative changes and landmark court decisions. It is in this context that we are going to study different cases and discuss
the methodologies available to combat corruption.

UIA Networking Day

FRENCH-SPEAKING LAWYERS’ FORUM / S. JOÃO

Coordinator:
Eduardo LORENZETTI MARQUES (Studio Lorenzetti Marques) São Paulo, Brazil
Speakers:
Jenifer Valeria ALFARO BORGES (Alphabeto Uruguay) Montevideo, Uruguay
Hernán ANDRADA (Basilico, Santurio & Andrada) Buenos Aires, Argentina
Raquel Beatriz CENTENO HUAMAN (Estudio Miranda & Centeno Abogados Group SAC) Lima, Peru
Hernán Ariel COLLI (Colegio de Abogados de La Plata) La Plata, Argentina
Fernando HERNÁNDEZ GÓMEZ (Vázquez Aldana, Hernández Gómez & Asociados) Guadalajara, Mexico
Jorge Luís INCHAUSTE (Guevara & Gutiérrez S.C) La Paz, Bolivia
Gabriel LIZAMA OLIGER (Lexing Costa Rica) San José, Costa Rica
Claudio PACHECO PRATES LAMACHIA, President of the Brazil Bar Association, Brasilia, Brazil

FORUM OF LAWYERS FROM CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES / ARRÁBIDA
The Challenges Posed by Legal Professional Privilege in the Central and Eastern European Countries. Changes over the
Last 30 Years.
Coordinator:
Mihai-Alexandru TANASESCU (Tanasescu, Ispas & Asociatii Avocati) Bucharest, Romania

ARABIC-SPEAKING LAWYERS' FORUM / S. JOÃO
Freedom of Expression and Lawyers
The United Nations Human Rights Council adopted a resolution on 19/6/2017 that condemns the increasingly frequent attacks against lawyers and
cases of arbitrary or illegal interference with their activities or restrictions to the free practice of their profession. This resolutions calls upon the
States to ensure that any attacks or interference of any sort against lawyers are promptly, thoroughly and impartially investigated and that the
perpetrators are held accountable.
Coordinator:
Driss CHATER, UIA President of Honour, Fez, Morocco

6.00 PM > CONGRESS OPENING CEREMONY / CASA DA MÚSICA
7.30 PM > WELCOME COCKTAIL / CASA DA MÚSICA
Register online www.uianet.org
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9.00 AM - 12.30 PM
SESSION
Main Theme 1
n

Infante

Foreign Investment
n

D. Maria

Management of Law Firms
/ Tort Law / Insurance Law

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31
THEME
Legal Challenges of Modern Day Slavery
Doing Business in and with Portuguese-Speaking Countries: What are the Right Opportunities to Seize and
Mistakes to Avoid When Doing Business in or with Portugal, Brazil, Angola, Mozambique and Other PortugueseSpeaking Countries?
During this session we will be covering the opportunities for foreign direct investment that we can find in these
jurisdictions at present, as well the risks to avoid. We will pay special attention to sectors such as infrastructure,
energy and telecommunications, but also to regional incentives, local institutional support and tax benefits for
foreign investors. We will also look at the problems and will cover subjects such as corruption and excessive red
tape that may be present in these countries, and how to mitigate them.
Law Firms Strategy, Risk & Compliance Management in the New World: Digitisation, Insurance and Cybersecurity
We will analyse and debate the main strategic challenges and risks law firms are facing, such as digitisation,
regulatory compliance, surpass of generation X by generation Y, changes in the legal profession’ liabilities,
safeguard of intellectual property and financial information, privacy and data security.

n

D. Luís

OHADA Law
n

Porto

EU Law
n

Arrábida

OHADA Law on Garnishees
The traditional position is that a third party is extrinsic to a given situation. When Article 38 of the Uniform Act on
Enforcement Proceedings involves a third party in garnishment operations by placing him/her under obligations,
with penalties in the event of non-compliance, can said individual still be regarded as a third party?

Update on Brexit
This panel will be built on the successful Brexit sessions at the Budapest and at the Toronto Congresses and update
the audience on the current status and the possible outcomes of the Brexit negotiations. Both the UK and EU27
positions will be discussed as well as the UK’s views on its future position in the world.
The panel will also examine the impact of Brexit on various areas of the law, such as the rights of UK citizens and
employees in the EU27 and vice versa, the impact on tax, competition and IP law, contracts, the M&A climate,
services, etc.
A Comparison of Financial Provision Available on Divorce in a Range of Jurisdictions
1. The financial orders available on divorce in a range of jurisdictions;
2. Spousal maintenance: quantum, duration, how it is calculated, lifestyle factors, variation, approach to and
enforcement of foreign maintenance orders.

Family Law
n

S. João

11.00 am - 12.30 pm
n

Session hosted by the
Law Society of Hong Kong
n

Miragaia

22

The ABC to Building a Smart Belt and Road
This follows the Belt and Road Law Conference held by The Law Society of Hong Kong at the Hong Kong Exhibition
and Conference Centre on 28 September 2018 under the same title.
The development and application of emerging technologies, such as Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain and Cloud,
has quietly permeated our daily lives and are meant to make our lives more efficient and convenient. However,
it will also bring along liabilities and complicated legal issues. This session will feature the development and
application of emerging technologies in legal sector and its impact on multijurisdictional transactions brought
by the Belt and Road Initiative. Speakers will share invaluable experiences and insights on how technologies can
enhance the harmonisation of standards as well as providing an opportunity for exchange of knowledge and
synchronisation of international laws, cyberlaw in particular. It will also be an opportunity to tackle a code of
conduct on AI development discussed at the Law Conference.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31

SPEAKERS

Eduardo LORENZETTI MARQUES
(Studio Lorenzetti Marques) Sao Paulo, Brazil

Sergio COSTA (Investe São Paulo) Sao Paulo, Brazil
Guilherme FUMWATHU (FG-Associados) Luanda, Angola
Zara JAMAL (Ferreira Rocha & Associados) Maputo, Mozambique
José Luís MOREIRA DA SILVA (SRS Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
Jorge NETO VALENTE (JNV - Lawyers & Notaries) Macau, SAR, China
Sofia OLIVEIRA LIMA (OLVM Advogados) Praia, Cabo Verde
Pedro PAIS DE ALMEIDA, UIA President (Abreu Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal

Christopher KENDE
(Cozen O'Connor) New York, NY, United States
Tiago MARREIROS MOREIRA
(VdA - Vieira de Almeida) Lisbon, Portugal
Jim ROBINSON
(Pointon Partners) Melbourne, Australia

Martí ADROER TOUS (Cuatrecasas) Barcelona, Spain
Jerzy BAEHR (WKB Wiercinski, Kwiecinski, Baehr SPK) Warsaw, Poland
Marc FYON (Stibbe) Brussels, Belgium
James GRENNAN (A & L Goodbody) Dublin, Ireland
Françoise HECQUET (SCP Preel Hecquet Payet-Godel) Paris, France
Stephan KOENIG (Oppenhoff & Partner) Cologne, Germany
Malgorzata KRZYZOWSKA (Aliant Krzyzowska) Poznan, Pologne
Jorge MARTÍ MORENO (Uría Menéndez) Valencia, Spain

Cheick DIOP
(CD & Associés) Abidjan, Côte d'Ivoire

Coco KAYUDI MISAMU (Étude Bâtonnier Kayudi) Kinshasa, DR Congo
Thierry MONTÉRAN (UGGC Avocats) Paris, France
Sadel NDIAYE (SCP Sadel Ndiaye & Pape Seyni Mbodj) Dakar, Senegal
Silvestre TANDEAU DE MARSAC (SCP Fischer, Tandeau de Marsac, Sur & Associés)
Paris, France

Florentino CARREÑO VICENTE
(Cuatrecasas) Madrid, Spain

Ignacio CORBERA DALE (Garrigues UK LLP) London, United Kingdom
Anne FRECHETTE-KERBRAT (Fidal) Paris, France
Gavin LLEWELLYN (Stone King LLP) London, United Kingdom
Koen PLATTEAU (Simmons & Simmons LLP) Brussels, Belgium
Geoffrey RICHARDS (Farrer & Co) London, United Kingdom
Stephen SIDKIN (Fox Williams LLP) London, United Kingdom

Simon J. BRUCE
(Farrer & Co) London, United Kingdom

Joana ALVES CARDOSO (JAC Lawyers) Macau, SAR, China
Jennifer BELLI, Geneva, Switzerland
Muriel CADIOU (Cadiou - Barbe) Paris, France
Karin Susanne DELERUE (Delerue, Sharma Avocats) Berlin, Germany
Lisette DUPRÉ (Dawson Cornwell Solicitors) London, United Kingdom
Alfredo GUARINO (Studio Legale Avv.Vincenzo Guarino) Naples, Italy
Susannah MAAS ANTAMORO DE CESPEDES (De-Beaumont 3) Geneva, Switzerland
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2.00 PM - 5.30 PM
SESSION
International Bar Leaders’
Senate

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31
THEME
The International Bar Leaders’ Senate (IBLS) is a consultative body of the UIA created in 1994. The IBLS meets at
least once a year, notably during the annual UIA congress. During these meetings, Bar leaders and Presidents of
professional lawyer organisations at local, national and international levels, gather in order to deal with the most
recent issues related to law, deontology, ethics and fundamental values of the legal profession.
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Panel 1: Expedited Proceedings: Experience to Date
In recent years, many arbitral institutions have introduced expedited proceedings into their rules. In some cases,
the possibility of summary disposition of claims has also been provided for. Our first panel will examine and
compare expedited procedures offered by various institutions, the experience with such procedures to date and
techniques for effective case management.
Panel 2: Reflecting on Sixty Years of the New York Convention
To mark the sixtieth anniversary of the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign
Arbitral Awards of 1958, our second panel will consider its contribution to the development of international
arbitration. Our panel of experts will review some of the areas of difficulty in applying the Convention, identifying
the challenges that lie ahead.
The Impact of Compliance in the M&A Transactions: Risk or Opportunity?
We will study the growing need to establish rigorous anti-corruption protocols to ensure compliance with policies
and procedures that comport to U.S., British, European and global standards. The growth of globalization is imposing
to any company doing business in different jurisdictions the need to rigorously police the entire organization to
mitigate the risk of corrupt practices even in locations where corruption is an accepted reality of doing business.
The commission will consider the challenges that companies face in this area in three ways: (i) How internal
compliance programs and internal investigations together with a clearly communicated “tone at the top,” where
deeds, and not just words, demonstrate an institutional commitment to the highest ethical standards, (ii) how
an organization should conduct due diligence on target acquisitions to ensure that there is a shared vision of
corporate compliance and to ascertain where there is risk to the combined organization from the acquisition or
business combination and (iii) methods to mitigate risk or historical issues regarding compliance that are identified
either internally or within the target.
Money Laundering and Offshore Activities
The Panama papers and further leaks have revealed that money laundering and tax evasion are high on the political
agenda, often going hand in hand. Offshore centres are seen as playing a critical role in the hiding of illicit activities
and criminal property. Governments have sought to combat money laundering and tax evasion in a number of
ways, whether this is by increasing the compliance burden onto so called "facilitators", such as banks, lawyers,
notaries, real estate agents etc., to police their own clients, or by increased criminal sanctions for individuals and /
or corporates involved in potential wrongdoing.
Whilst increased regulation of traditional monies and transactions is on the rise, cryptocurrencies appear to leave
open a potential loophole. How are governments responding to this potential additional threat?
What are the potential ramifications of all these measures on the legal profession, on our clients and on businesses?
Legal Challenges in Public Procurement: Labour, Administrative and Environmental Aspects
The public procurement process plays a key role in ensuring that public contracts are awarded in a fair, efficient
and transparent manner as well as in protecting civil, social and environmental rights.
In Europe, public procurement is a market-based means of achieving the EU’s 2020 strategic goal of smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth. Directive 2014/24/EU deals with the awarding of public contracts and the
integration of social and environmental provisions.
Contracts should be awarded based on objective criteria to ensure compliance with the principles of transparency,
non-discrimination, equal treatment and environmental protection.
These issues will be discussed during the session which will include experts from the organising commissions and
from different jurisdictions. Those attending will have the opportunity to participate actively in the discussion and
submit questions.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31
THEME

SESSION
2.00 pm - 3.30 pm
n

1. Does the International Criminal Court (ICC) have the legal and political means to counter the non-cooperation
from States and threats of withdrawal from the Rome Statute?
2. Reparations at the ICC: Discussions on the Appeals Chamber's jurisprudence on reparation and the definition of
the ICC policy in matters of reparation. What consequences does it have on victims’ rights?

International
Criminal Defence
n

Miragaia

2.00 pm - 4.00 pm

During this session, the law firms’ representatives will give a 3-minute presentation of themselves. The aim is to
extend their network internationally for future engagements, to meet lawyers from around the world and to share
their experience of managing law firms.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Legal Practice in the Digital Era
When Litigation and Real Estate Contracts Intersect: A Real Estate Case Study from Negotiation to Litigation
We will approach a real estate transaction from a multidisciplinary basis in order to try to find the crossroads
or intersection between all these disciplines. Therefore, we aim to have all the speakers run a single case study,
namely the acquisition of land for the construction of a logistics building (a market sector that is about to boom
again in Portugal). We expect our litigation experts to learn about the work of contract drafters, our contract
drafters learn what life is like as a litigator and our audience to give their views and share their experiences during
an open panel discussion. We will share any specific examples and interesting stories from our own practice and
experience..

Can We Have Third-Party Investors? What Are the Limits on Their Rights?
Our professional world is familiar with systems that allow third parties (who have no legal training) to invest in
our firms. Could the ethical rules of our profession be compromised by this new legislation? How will work on
conciliation (which professional lawyers carry out taking into account the interests of the client when not advised
to engage in a procedure) change? Will professional confidentiality be upheld in situations involving investing
partners/associates? Could there be any risk of illegal capital infiltrating firms? How can the effective protection of
the rights of defence be ensured?
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THEME
Ethical Dilemmas and Common Pitfalls for Young Lawyer
1. Solicitation of business: avoid being seen as an “ambulance chaser”. When and how to find new clients
2. Legal privilege: how to keep a client’s trust and when a lawyer is required to breach confidentiality
3. Conflicts of interest: best practices and pitfalls
4. The relationship between the Law and the Media: drawing the line
Starting to practice as a lawyer can be exciting and rewarding. It can also be fraught with previously unexperienced
uncertainty, hazards and dilemmas. Professional dealings with the courts, clients and colleagues invariably raise
ethical issues and questions of professional liability. Working on a very popular case can also give rise to its own
ethical issues. How you respond to these challenges could impact your reputation and your right to practice. We
will hear about, and discuss, some of the more common concerns for young lawyers and what experienced lawyers
have learned from past cases.

Digitalisation Changes the World – But Does it Change the Tax World and How?
The factors that until now have determined how to allocate taxable income among different states are in the
process of dissolving. The traditional basis of where the taxed entity had its “permanent establishments” was one
of the clearest, most reliable factors. It was something you could see, touch – and tax. But where are the permanent
establishments of a website company? Where is the “place of management” if all of the officers of the company
are perpetually travelling, holding meetings via Skype from different locations.
What new factors should replace the old ones? Or does should the international allocation of taxable income be
reworked from the ground up? Developed countries (which essentially created the old rules) will prefer different
factors from emerging economies. The session will analyse this and other impacts of digitalisation on the tax world
and consider possible solutions from different perspectives.

Respect for Privacy, a Right at Risk?
We will discuss whether privacy is effectively safeguarded in the workplace, as the monitoring of employees’
electronic communications is more commonly used by employers, and talk about the current jurisprudence in this
regard, mainly that of the European Court of human rights.
We will also analyse the impact of fighting major crimes on Human Rights and, particularly, on the respect for
privacy. In this context, we will focus on the protection of persons with regards to the processing and exploitation
of their data on the Internet as part of preventing criminal offences, and on the consequences of such procedures
on professional secrecy.
The Administration’s Involvement in Labour Relations: What Are the Practical and Legal Implications?
The major role played by the Labour Administration and Labour Inspectorate systems in the context of the economic
and social development of States is recognized by the ILO Convention, the ILO Declaration of Philadelphia and the
ILO Declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalisation.
The aim of the session is to identify, using a comparative approach to the practices of the various European Union
and other States, how the Labour Administration ensures compliance with labour law through its role of counsel,
prevention and oversight, and even interventionism, in particular in the field of the promotion of occupational
health and safety, employee protection and Social Security benefits, the promotion of fundamental rights, in
particular non-discrimination, and the appropriate functioning of workplace relations and social dialog.
The session will also seek to focus on how, as a result of the economic crisis, numerous countries have been
forced to adopt rescue measures, in particular in the areas of dismissals on economic grounds, employment and
unemployment benefit.
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Robotic Art: Automated Art Creation and New Legal Issues
Although early examples of robotic art and theatre existed in ancient China (mechanical orchestra, flying
mechanised doves and fish, angels and dragons etc.), the names of their creators have mostly been lost to history.
Advances in engineering have created new possibilities for the automated creation of artworks, which is now
booming with the advent of Artificial Intelligence.
On the one hand, robotics have now become a mode of expression for artists confronting fundamental issues
and contradictions in our advanced industrial culture. This movement, known as Algorithmic Art, is the fruit of
reflection by artists on the omnipresence of automated IT related tasks, managed daily by algorithms. It is also an
understanding of the importance and the place of artists in the field of creation and the very notion of authorship.
On the other hand, algorithms are increasingly used to automatically create music, journalistic contents or
databases with little or no human intervention, raising complex and mostly unresolved issues about existence,
ownership and exploitation of copyrights and moral rights.
The legal impact and challenges of these issues will be discussed during this session.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Unmanned Vehicles – Where to Go Without a Driver and Who to Sue?
Driverless cars, “platooning” of trucks, automated vessels and drones: unmanned vehicles are not the fantasy of
a distant future but an issue which may soon concern our daily life. The related legal issues are complex, ranging
from liability (who shall be liable for damage to property and/or for personal injuries, how to identify the person
who may be liable, and how can liability be controlled?) over insurance (liability insurance, but also property
insurance, what coverage is appropriate?) to regulatory implications such as registration requirements, mandatory
insurance and coverage limits. The issues may be different for semi-automated vehicles on the one hand and fully
automated vehicles on the other. Unmanned vehicles and technologies like blockchain will have an influence on
the supply chains; there will be issues of contractual risk management. It will need to be determined whether the
existing legal rules, including international conventions, require amendments and to what extent they need to be
amended.
Update on Defence and Trial Monitoring Missions

n
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Governance of Artificial Intelligence and Governance based on Artificial Intelligence
As AI needs algorithms and data to function, it is quite possible to talk of Data Governance (e.g. the role of a DPO
and what the GDPR implies in terms of management and process) and Data-driven Governance (e.g. Data-driven
public policies). Of course, the same applies to algorithms: Algorithm Governance (e.g., the issue of transparency
and loyalty) and Governance based on AI solutions (for the consumer, the examples are innumerable).
We will also study privacy issues in an AI world (systematic facial recognition, generalisation of scoring and societal
scoring).
Apple & Amazon Cases - Illegal State Aid or a New Tax Battle between the EU and US?
The European Commission (EC) declared that Ireland “granted undue tax benefits of up to €13 billion to Apple”
and instructed Ireland to recover the undue tax benefits. Amazon has been ordered to repay €250m in illegal state
aid to Luxembourg. On June 27, 2016, the EC published its decision concluding that an advance pricing agreement
(APA) granted to a Starbucks subsidiary by the Netherlands is illegal state aid and ordering recovery of the aid by
the Netherlands.
The Commission adopted a couple of other decisions and a number of other cases are still under investigation.
Appeals have been lodged against each of these Commission decisions, and the position of the General Court is
eagerly awaited.
The EU is not claiming Apple or other multinationals broke any tax rules but that their “sweetheart” from EU
Member States were, in fact, illegal because their tax arrangement gave unfair advantages and therefore amounted
to illegal “state aid” affecting the internal market.
We will analyse the cases from the Competition Law, EU Law, and Tax Law perspective and elaborate on whether
we are facing a technical discussion related to fair trade and taxation or a competition conflict between the
European Union and the United States. And how this is connected with the fact that there is no harmonisation of
direct taxation but that tax advantages are being targeted as illegal aids. We will also identify universal lessons
that can be learnt from those cases for other undertakings operating in the EU and benefiting from favourable tax
treatment.
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THEME
Online Harassment: What Are the Solutions to this Problem?
- Harassment on social media;
- Online defamation, slander and disparagement;
- #BalanceTonPorc, #MeToo and #YoTambien: the risk of false accusations;
- Is fake news a threat to freedom of expression?

n
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How to Convince the Other Lawyer to Use Mediation?
Mediation is still developing in many jurisdictions and convincing the other lawyer is a key issue for its future.
All too often, lawyers are frustrated in their attempts to resolve a dispute amicably through mediation, due to
resistance or outright refusal from the opposing counsel. In this session, you will hear tips and techniques, shared
by experienced mediators and lawyers who practice alternative dispute resolution, on how to create a setting or a
dialog with the opposing counsel so as to maximise your chances of them accepting mediation for a dispute with
your client.
After collecting the participants' ideas, we will test them through a role play and three experienced lawyers/
mediators will share their experiences and their thoughts on the topic.

Artificial Intelligence and Professional Responsibility: Time for New Rules?
Artificial intelligence in the legal domain encompasses the simple to the complex, from advanced word search
programming to quasi-adjudication and outcome prediction. Traditional legal work in the area of due diligence
can be handled in meaningful ways by technology. For now, though, artificial intelligence remains at the service of
lawyers, implicating traditional rules of professional responsibility. These include supervision, maintenance of client
confidentiality, competence and diligence, among others. This panel will explore the current applications of ethical
rules, and consider whether new rules are needed to fully embrace the expansive use of artificial intelligence.
Following an overview of the issues, the panel will then focus in depth on two core issues: case prediction and
smart contracts.

Miragaia

Panel 1: The Importance of a Sports Lawyer
Our first panel will include two former star football players. They will exchange experiences and analyse why and
when in their careers they have realised the importance of a sports lawyer.

4.00 pm - 6.00 pm
n

Sports Law
n

D. Luís
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Panel 2: Our second panel will address the FITS Global Study on the Legal, Financial and Integrity Aspects of
Club Ownership
Experienced speakers from the sports industry, advisors and members of governing bodies will be invited to
discuss and analyse the results of the “Global Study on Club Ownership” made under a partnership between the
UIA and the ICSS INSIGHT.
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Katarzyna PRZYLUSKA-CISZEWSKA (Polish Bar Council) Warsaw, Poland

ABA Delegate to UIA:
Louis F. BURKE
(Louis F. Burke PC) New York, NY, United States

Robert BROWN Chair, ABA Section of International Law (Lynch, Cox, Gilman & Goodman PLC)
Louisville, KY, United States
Sebastiaan MOOLENAAR (AKD Advocaten) Rotterdam, Netherlands
Rosemarie RING (Munger Tolles & Olson) San Francisco, CA, United States
Palmer G. VANCE Chair, ABA Section of Litigation (Stoll Keenon Ogden PLLC)
Lexington, KY, United States

Moderator:
Steven M. RICHMAN, Immediate Past Chair, ABA Section of
International Law (Clark Hill PLC) Princeton, NJ, United States
Opening Remarks:
Robert M. CARLSON, ABA President as from August 2018
(Corette Black Carlson & Mickelson P.C.) Butte, MT, United
States
Pedro PAIS DE ALMEIDA, UIA President (Abreu Advogados)
Lisbon, Portugal
Fernando VEIGA GOMES
(Abreu Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
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Vítor BAÍA (former star football player) Portugal - to be confirmed
Juan de Dios CRESPO PÉREZ (Ruiz-Herta & Crespo Abogados) Valencia, Spain
Nuno GOMES (former star football player) Portugal
Emanuel MACEDO DE MEDEIROS (CEO SIGA / ICSS INSIGHT) London, United Kingdom
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9.00 AM - 12.30 PM
SESSION
Intellectual Property /
Information Technology
Law
n

Infante

Private International Law
n

D. Maria

Business and Human Rights
/ Fashion Law
n

D. Luís

Banking and Financial
Services Law /
Startups & Venture Capital

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2
THEME
The Challenges for Rights-Holders, Reputation Management and Data in the Digital Millennium
The online world presents both opportunities and challenges. The ease with which brands can be promoted, with
which content and data can be shared and with which goods and services can be provided across the digital
plane makes them an easy target for infringers and hackers. The reputation of an organisation depends not just
on the quality or exclusivity of its goods or services, but also on the quality of its online security and how well
it protects its assets. Counterfeiting, piracy and infringement, defamation and data security are constant threats
which organisations need to keep in check. Are the law and procedural rules keeping up with continual advances
in both technology and the methods of the cyber criminals? What improvements could be made to give our clients
better protection?
Private International Law Best Practices in Cross-Border Dispute Resolution
International litigation and arbitration in civil and commercial matters involve some issues that are more complex
than in domestic cases. The program will include suggestions on how to prepare documents to commence legal
proceedings and what matters should be considered in order to obtain or to avoid the subsequent enforcement
of the decision abroad. The program will also address procedural strategies to achieve the best outcomes for our
clients (e.g.: parallel proceedings, negative declarations, torpedo actions, and differences between litigation and
arbitration including the taking of evidence in cross-border scenarios. The speakers, from different countries, will
use case studies to highlight crucial points with the aim to provide a platform for exchange of experiences among
all participants and to identify some best practices on these subjects.

There has been significant progress in relation to the requirements for companies to ensure mandatory reporting
and greater transparency in supply chains. The UK Modern Slavery Act, the California Transparency in Supply
Chains Act and the new French Vigilance Law represent welcome developments in this area. The Fashion industry
is particularly at risk. Despite growing awareness and legal developments, the International Labour Organisation
estimated that approximately 40 million people were victims of Modern Slavery in 2016, with one in four of those
victims being children. Are we doing enough? Although there has been progress in certain jurisdictions, legislation
with effective sanctions as a deterrent to modern slavery practices is by no means uniformly applied worldwide.
What are the incentives for companies to work to eliminate the scourge of Modern Slavery within their supply
chains? Are economic sanctions and reputational risk sufficient? What is the role of the lawyer in such situations?
Are lawyers to act as the conscience of the organisations they advise? Is there a need to plug the gap between
mere compliance and effectiveness in doing the right thing?
Fintechs: Risks and Opportunities for the Players in the Financial Market
New technologies are forcing financial professionals to rethink the way they perform services. Our joint session
will analyse the impact of Fintechs in the financial sector and on Start-ups. The program will also address the
consequences that regulations such as the PSD2 influence financial decisions.

n

Porto

1. Admissibility and relevance of arbitration and mediation concerning probate disputes
2. Protection of same-sex unions in the field of inheritance law
3. How can the reluctance of many people to write a will be overcome?

International Estate
Planning
n

Arrábida
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2

SPEAKERS

Thomas KRITTER
(Kleiner Rechtsanwälte) Mannheim, Germany
Gavin LLEWELLYN
(Stone King LLP) London, United Kingdom

Phillip BECKETT (Proven Legal Technologies) London, United Kingdom
Renata BERZANSKIENE, Vilnius, Lithuania
Alain CLERY (Clery Devernay Avocats) Paris, France
Marita DARGALLO NIETO (Buigas) Barcelona, Spain
Ian DE FREITAS (Farrer & Co) London, United Kingdom
Bruce LANDAY (Landay Leblang Stern) Boston, MA, United States
Marc REUTTER (Walder Wyss LTD) Zurich, Switzerland
Marcus SCHRIEFERS (Heussen Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH) Stuttgart, Germany
Matthias STECHER (Beiten Burkhardt) Munich, Germany

Paolo LOMBARDI
(Studio Legale Elexi) Turin, Italy

Paul CONVERY (William Fry) Dublin, Ireland
Fernando DE LA MATA (Baker & McKenzie Barcelona, S.L.P.) Barcelona, Spain
Jessica FEI (Herbert Smith Freehills LLP) Beijing, China
Yoshihisa HAYAKAWA (Uryu & Itoga) Tokyo, Japan
Daniela HORVITZ LENNON (Horvitz & Horvitz Abogados) Santiago, Chile
Simona MATTA (Zschunke Avocats / Rechtsanwälte / Avvocati) Paris, France
Alberto PASINO (Studio Legale Zunarelli e Associati) Trieste, Italy
Francisco RAMOS ROMEU (Cortés, Abogados) Barcelona, Spain
Nathalie SINAVONG (Shubert Collin Associés) Paris, France
Isidro NIÑEROLA TORRES (Dawson Cornwell) London, United Kingdom

Coordinators:
Samantha DAVIES, London, United Kingdom
Fabio MORETTI (Moretti Burgio) Milan, Italy
Nigel ROBERTS (LexisNexis) New York, NY, United States

Parosha CHANDRAN, London, United Kingdom
Francisco Javier GARCÍA PÉREZ (Uría Menéndez) Barcelona, Spain
Colleen THERON (Ardea International) London, United Kingdom
Winner of the 2018 Jacques Leroy International Prize

Paulo BANDEIRA
(SRS Advogados) Lisbon, Portugal
Ana BEN VÁZQUEZ
(Prol & Asociados) Madrid, Spain

João AMARAL (Pow - startup on payment services) Portugal
Barbara BANDIERA (Studio Legale RCC) Milan, Italy
Ricardo COSTA (Loqr - startup on banking security) Braga, Portugal
Ludwig COZER VON STAA (Startuper - blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies) Brazil
Travis L. GERING (Wuersch & Gering LLP) New York, NY, United States
Olivier NICOD (Gross & Associés) Lausanne, Switzerland
Hélder ROSALINO (Banco de Portugal) Lisbon, Portugal
Silvestre TANDEAU DE MARSAC (SCP Fischer, Tandeau de Marsac, Sur & Associés) Paris, France
Luis Miguel VIEIRA (AFIP - Associação FinTech e InsurTech) Lisbon, Portugal
Yonca Fatma YÜCEL (Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency) Istanbul, Turkey

Andreas Otto KÜHNE
(BKL Fischer Kühne + Partner) Bonn, Germany

Joana ALVES CARDOSO (JAC Lawyers) Macau, SAR, China
Carlos ANGLADA BARTHOLMAI (Monereo, Meyer & Marinel-lo Abogados) Palma de
Majorque, Spain
Marc BERNA (Arendt & Medernach) Luxemburg, Luxemburg
Priscilla FERNANDES (Cadiou-Barbe) Paris, France
Barbara R. HAUSER (Barbara R Hauser LLC) Minneapolis, MN, United States
Daniela HORVITZ LENNON (Horvitz & Horvitz Abogados) Santiago, Chile
Marilyn McKEEVER (New Quadrant Partners Limited) London, United Kingdom
Alberto MORIZIO (Studio Legale Morizio) Turin, Italia
Howard S. SIMMONS (Simmons da Silva & Sinton) Brampton, ON, Canada
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9.00 AM - 12.30 PM
SESSION

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2
THEME
Is There Any Advantage in Having Specific Pension and Benefit Schemes for Lawyers?

9.00 am - 10.30 am
n

Retirement and Pensions
n

S. João
11.00 am - 12.30 pm

How Blockchain Will Change the Profession

n

UIA / AIJA
n

S. João

2.00 PM - 5.30 PM

International Sale of Goods
n

D. Maria

Biotechnology Law /
Food Law / Environmental
Law and Sustainable
Development / Health Law
n

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2
Is it Wise, and is it still Properly Defensible to Continue to Exclude this Vienna Convention Blindly, Merely
Because we are More Comfortable Using our National Law?
In our practice as specialists in international sales under the Vienna Convention, my colleagues and I have observed with
dismay that many of our colleagues rule out the use of one of the most harmonised instruments at present, for the sole
reason, in reality, that they are not proficient in its application and/or that they feel considerably more comfortable using
their national law. This is despite the fact that the main advantage of the CISG is to provide common, balanced language
for international sales, through which each stakeholder, regardless of his/her country, can understand and ascertain the
legal and economic position of his/her partner. This overly/excessively frequent exclusion of the CISG is moreover not
without risks: some courts are now prepared to penalise lawyers who may have advised their clients to exclude the CISG,
on the grounds that, in light of the circumstances, this was a breach of their duty to advise.
What Do the Applications of Gene Editing, Artificial Intelligence and Big Data Bring to the Fields of Life Science,
Medical Supply, Food Supply and Environmental Impact?
Recent progress in biotechnology is marvellous. However, it may involve some unexpected dangers that threaten
human dignity, security, health and rights, as well as the environment. This joint session will focus on these risks and
discuss the legal and ethical implications from the four standpoints of each commission’s specialty. Issues concerning
GMOs, genetic medicine, privacy protection from big data, problems in developing countries and supply chains,
among others, will be presented and discussed.

D. Luís

Immigration
and Nationality Law
n

Arrábida

Bankruptcy Law
n

S. João
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When Immigration Turns Into Slavery
The migratory phenomenon has increased the number of people affected by modern slavery.
Migrants in transit through a country are the first to be affected by modern slavery as they attempt to reach their final
destination. In Libya, for example, many migrants seeking to join Europe are currently sold as slaves. This trade is due
to the country's unprecedented political and security instability resulting from NATO's intervention in 2011.
Modern slavery also affects many undocumented immigrants all around the world, including in Europe. Indeed, most
are workers without legal status, without social protection and often exploited by their employers.
In this context, our session will discuss the legal challenges associated with this scourge and possible legal and policy
measures that could improve the protection of these persons.

Personal Liabilities out of the Insolvency
In response to crisis situations, company executives are compelled to take decisions. Although each jurisdiction
provides for the type of decisions to be made and the timelines for involvement, it has become necessary to
protect the creditors’ right to recover their debts. The timeline for and effects of these decisions, and even failure
to adopt them, are subject to change and may lead to individuals being held liable. Although the insolvency may
be accidental in nature and not result from poor management on the part of company executives, there are often
administrative acts that may give rise to personal claims on the part of creditors, or even measures imposed by the
courts. Consequently, insolvency law also encompasses analysis of the types of personal liability that may result from
corporate financial difficulties, both from the standpoint of the insolvent debtor and that of the debtor’s creditors, as
well as determination of the effects and the consequences in the various jurisdictions.
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2

SPEAKERS

Pierre-Jacques CASTANET
(In Extenso Avocats) Paris, France

Coordinators:
Wiebe DE VRIES, AIJA President (Jaeger)
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Dirk NUYTS (Fragomen) Zurich, Switzerland
Ángel SÁNCHEZ FREIRE (Araoz & Rueda) Madrid, Spain

2.00 PM - 5.30 PM

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2

Jean-Paul VULLIÉTY
(Lalive) Geneva, Switzerland

Maria Elena GIORCELLI (Buffa Bortolotti & Mathis) Turin, Italia
Philipp LANDERS (Ahlers & Vogel Rechtsanwälte Partg MBB) Hamburg, Germany
Gisella LEVI CAROTI (Herzfeld & Rubin, P.C.) New York, NY, United States
Christoph OERTEL (Brödermann Jahn Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH) Hamburg, Germany
Burghard PILTZ (Ahlers & Vogel) Hamburg, Germany
Martin WIEBECKE (Anwaltsbüro Wiebecke) Kuesnacht, Switzerland

Stefano DINDO
(Dindo, Zorzi e Avvocati) Verona, Italy
Carlos DE MIGUEL PERALES
(Uría Menéndez) Madrid, Spain
Wei SONG
(Law Institute - University of Science and Technology of
China) Hefei, Chine
Shigeki TAKAHASHI
(Hamani-Takahashi Law Offices) Tokyo, Japan

Barbara J. GISLASON (Law Office of Barbara J. Gislason) Fridley, MN, United States
Janice F. MULLIGAN (Mulligan, Banham & Findley) San Diego, CA, United States
Supermann N’GANN (Cabinet S. N’Gann & Partners) Yaoundé, Cameroon

Rayan HOUDROUGE
(Lenz & Staehelin) Geneva, Switzerland

Georges AKST (Akst & Akst) New-York, NY, United States
Nikolaos ARGYRIOU (Lawgreece) Thessaloniki, Greece
Clayton CARTWRIGHT (The Cartwright Law Firm LLC) Columbus, GA, Unites States
Hervé LINDER (Ernst & Linder LLC) New York, NY, United States
Dirk NUYTS (Fragomen Global LLP) Zurich, Switzerland
João Riscado RAPOULA (VdA - Vieira de Almeida & Associados) Lisbon, Portugal
Cristina ROGOV (Exeo Attorneys) Montreal, QC, Canada
Marc-André SEGUIN (Exeo Attorneys) Montreal, QC, Canada
Olufemi SUNMONU (Aliant Qais Conrad Laureate) Lagos, Nigeria
Karl WAHEED (Karl Waheed Avocats) Paris, France
Matthew WILLS (Laura Devine Immigration Law) London, United Kingdom

Álvaro GASULL TORT (Roca Junyent) Barcelona, Spain

Rubén ACOSTA GONZÁLEZ (Acosta & Asociados) Guadalajara, Mexico
Jenifer Valeria ALFARO BORGES (Alphabeto Uruguay) Montevideo, Uruguay
Maria Cristina CRETI (Studio Legale Avv. M.C. Creti) Milan, Italy
Juan Eduardo PALMA JARA (Palma Abogados) Santiago, Chile
Rafaele RIZZI (RDR Law Firm) Milan, Italy
Alberto ROMÁN PALENCIA (Román Abogados) Mexico City, Mexico
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Simultaneous Translation
SESSION

DATE

ENGLISH

SPANISH

FRENCH

General Assembly

October 30

n

n

n

Opening Ceremony

October 30

n

n

n

Main Theme 1 - Legal Challenges of Modern Day Slavery

October 31

n

n

n

Foreign Investment

October 31

n

n

n

Management of Law Firms / Insurance Law / Tort Law

October 31

n

n

n

International Bar Leaders’ Senate

October 31

n

n

n

International Arbitration

October 31

n

n

n

Corporate Law and Mergers & Acquisitions

October 31

n

n

n

Main theme 2 - Legal Practice in the Digital Era

November 1

n

n

n

Real Estate Law / Contract Law / Litigation

November 1

n

n

n

Future of the Lawyer

November 1

n

n

n

Labour Law

November 1

n

n

n

Transport Law / Insurance Law / Law of Robotics

November 1

n

n

n

Protection of Lawyers

November 1

n

n

n

Mediation & Conflict Prevention

November 1

n

n

n

Sports Law

November 1

n

n

n

Intellectual Property / IT Law

November 2

n

n

n

Private International Law

November 2

n

n

n

Business & Human Rights / Fashion Law

November 2

n

n

n

International Sale of Goods

November 2

n

n

n

Biotechnology Law / Health Law / Environmental Law & Sustainable Development /
Food Law

November 2

n

n

n

Closing Ceremony

November 2

n

n

n
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Social Activities
All participants are requested to mark the activities in which they wish to participate
on the registration form, whether or not they are included in the Congress registration fees.
For optional activities that are not included in the registration fee,
registration will not be confirmed until full payment is received.

OPENING CEREMONY / 6.00 PM - 7.30 PM
WELCOME COCKTAIL / 7.30 PM - 9.30 PM
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30 / CASA DA MÚSICA

GALA DINNER
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1 / 8.30 PM
PALÁCIO DA BOLSA
Located in the heart of the historic centre, the Palácio da Bolsa or
Stock Exchange Palace is one of the most iconic monuments in
Porto. The neoclassical building, which was built in the second half
of the 19th century, is home to the Porto Chamber of Commerce.
The gala dinner will take place in the elegant inner courtyard (Hall
of Nations), under a spectacular glass dome. Before the dinner, you
will have an opportunity to discover other stunning rooms such as
the Court Room and the Moorish Room.

Price of the Gala Dinner: €160 per person

The opening ceremony will take place at the Casa da Música.
The Casa da Música is a building dedicated to music that was
designed by the Dutch architect Rem Koolhaas. The project began
in the Boavista district in 1999, when Porto was preparing to become
the European Capital of Culture in 2001. With its highly distinctive
architecture, the Casa da Música (which was finally inaugurated in
2005) has become a symbol of modern Porto. The main auditorium
(Sala Suggia) has exceptional acoustics and an outside view through
its corrugated glass facades, which provide natural light.
In the spirit of the UIA tradition, several key officials will welcome the
participants and wish them successful sessions. During the opening
ceremony, the Jacques Leroy International Prize will be presented to
a young lawyer under 35 years old for his or her legal work. The UIA
/ Lexisnexis Rule of Law Award will be delivered to an individual or
an organisation who actively contributes to the advancement of the
rule of law within the legal community.
The ceremony will be followed by a welcome cocktail, where you
will be able to meet your friends and colleagues.

INFORMAL RECEPTION
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31 / 8.00 PM
QUINTA DOS BARÕES
The informal reception with hors-d’oeuvre and buffet will take place
at Quinta dos Barões.
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CLOSING CEREMONY AND COCKTAIL
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2 / 6.00 PM - 7.30 PM
CENTRO DE CONGRESSOS
The transfer of the presidency from Pedro Pais de Almeida to
President-Elect Issouf Baadhio is a key moment of the closing
ceremony. It will take place at the Centro de Congressos and will
offer a summary of the scientific work undertaken at the Congress.
During the closing ceremony, the commission of the year and
national committee of the year awards will be delivered for the
excellent work performed during the past year.
The ceremony will be followed by a cocktail.

Register online www.uianet.org
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GENERAL EXCURSION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3 / 9.00 AM - 5.00 PM
GUIMARÃES / BRAGA
To the north of Porto, the Minho region is steeped in tradition and
regarded as the birthplace of the Portuguese nation. Guimarães
became the first capital of Portugal in the 12th century. On one of
the towers of the old wall, you can incidentally read “Aqui nasceu
Portugal” (Portugal was born here). The historic centre of Guimarães
is extremely well preserved and is a Unesco World Heritage Site.
Around thirty kilometres from Guimarães, the Bom Jesus do Monte
sanctuary, which is a baroque masterpiece, overlooks the town of
Braga.

9.00 am / Departure from Porto.
10.00 am / Arrival in Guimarães. You will visit the Palace of the

Dukes of Braganza, which was built in the fifteenth century and has
been magnificently restored.

11.00 am / Walk in the pedestrian streets of the old medieval town.

2018

If you require a transfer to the Porto international airport after this
tour, please indicate it on the Congress registration form. In this case,
we recommend that you book a return flight departing no earlier
than 7.00 pm.

Price of the general excursion including transportation
by bus, guided visits and lunch: €140 per person.
The number of participants is limited; therefore registrations will be
confirmed in order of receipt.

SPORTING ACTIVITIES
JOGGING AND FOOTBALL GAME
Free sport activities have been planned to make the most of your stay in Porto
(depending on availability):
n Jogging along the Douro river on Friday, November 2
You will be back at the Centro de Congressos in time for the working sessions.
n Football game - date and time to be confirmed

12.15 pm / Transfer to the Pousada Mosteiro de Guimarães, a
twelfth century monastery that has been converted into a luxury
hotel overlooking the town of Guimarães. You will have lunch in a
private room of the Pousada.
2.30 pm / Transfer to Braga.
3.00 pm / The bus will drop you at the top of the monumental
Bom Jesus do Monte staircase, at the entrance to the church, from
where you will have a wonderful panoramic view. You will then go
down the 600 steps of the majestic staircase, while taking breaks at
each level to admire the baroque statues and fountains.
4.00 pm / Transfer to Porto.
5.00 pm / Estimated time of arrival.

Register online www.uianet.org
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Accommodation
Most of the hotels selected by the UIA are located in the city centre
of Porto near the Centro de Congressos da Alfândega do Porto.
Shuttles between the congress hotels and the Centro de Congressos
will be available from October 30 to November 2. The timetables
will be included in the final programme.
We are offering reduced rates that have been specifically negotiated
for the UIA Congress. You will find details of the rates in the
registration form. Breakfast is included in the room price of all the
suggested hotels. The tourist tax is not included and must be paid
on site.
Due to the limited number of rooms and the fact that preferential
rates cannot be guaranteed for more than the number of rooms
reserved by the UIA, we recommend that you make your reservations
as early as possible with our partner agency, Destination Plus.
To book online go to:
www.destinationplus-uia.com

NEW!
You can now pay your booking directly online.
For details on the location of the hotels, please refer to page 51.

SHERATON PORTO HOTEL & SPA 5*
FROM €135

THE YEATMAN HOTEL 5*
Relais & Châteaux
FROM €245

The Yeatman is a luxury hotel located on the top of a hill, in the heart of
Vila Nova de Gaia, which is home to the oldest Porto wine cellars. The 82
rooms and suites are spacious and individually decorated, with paintings
and objets d’art that represent the region. All the rooms have a large
private terrace with a panoramic view of Porto and the Douro.

The Sheraton Porto Hotel & Spa is located in the north-west of the
city centre, in the modern Boavista district. The recent building has
265 spacious, bright rooms, and a superb spa. Marble, wood, steel
and glass decor is harmoniously blended throughout the hotel.
Location: 4.4 km from the Centro de Congressos, 15 minutes by UIA
shuttle or taxi.
Hotel services: Porto Novo restaurant, New Yorker Bar, Juice Bar @
The Spa, indoor heated swimming pool, spa, Sheraton fitness centre.

Location: in Vila Nova de Gaia, on the South bank of the Douro,
opposite the Centro de Congressos (20 minutes by UIA shuttle or
taxi)..
Hotel services: Orangerie gourmet restaurant (the only two-star
Michelin restaurant in Porto), Dick’s Bar, Caudalie wine therapy spa
with a panoramic indoor swimming pool, outdoor swimming pool.

Our view: we liked the quiet and relaxed environment,
the spacious (29 m2 minimum) and luxurious rooms with
their private terrace and the unique view of Porto.

HOTEL INFANTE SAGRES 5*
Small Luxury Hotels of the World
FROM €200
Our view: we liked the comfortable and pleasant rooms,
the warm welcome and the excellent value for money.
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The Infantes Sagres is located in the city centre, in a lively shopping
district with many historic buildings. The Infantes Sagres Hotel was built
in the fifties and was recently refurbished. The rooms and suites are
decorated in a neo-baroque style. The hotel is home to a beautiful art
collection and each room is individually decorated.

Location: 1.2 km from the Centro de Congressos, a 20-minute walk
or 10 minutes by UIA shuttle or taxi.
Hotel services: gourmet restaurant, brand new Vogue café, rooftop
terrace.

Our view: we liked the elegance of the building, the
sophisticated decor and the central location.

VINCCI PORTO HOTEL 4*
FROM €195
The Vincci Porto is located near the Douro, west of the city centre,
in the bohemian Massarelos district. The thirties-style building is
the old Bolsa do Pescado (fish market), which was converted into a
boutique hotel in 2015. The 95 rooms are spacious, comfortable and
are decorated in an avant-garde style.

Location: 1 km from the Centro de Congressos, a 15-minute walk or
5 minutes by UIA shuttle or taxi.
Hotel services: restaurant 33 Alameda, roof top, bar.

2018

Our view: we liked the Art Deco style, the designer
furniture and the proximity of the Centro de Congressos.

PESTANA VINTAGE PORTO HOTEL 5*
Hotel and World Heritage Site
FROM €180

The Pestana Vintage Porto overlooks the Douro River and the
Ribeira square, in the historic heart of Porto. The hotel comprises
18 buildings from the 16th century, which are on the UNESCO World
Heritage List. The 109 rooms reflect the style of period houses and
are characterised by their contemporary decoration.
Location: 1 km from the Centro de Congressos, a 15-minute walk or
5 minutes by UIA shuttle or taxi.
Hotel services: Rib Beef & Wine restaurant, Bar Heritage.

Our view: we liked the location at the heart of the historic
Ribeira district, the stunning view of the Douro and the
charming rooms.

CARRÍS PORTO RIBEIRA HOTEL 4*
FROM €125

The Carrís Porto Ribeira is located in an historic building in the
Ribeira district. The building, which has been tastefully refurbished,
combines designer decor and exposed stone walls. The hotel has
90 comfortable, fully-equipped rooms.
Location: 800 m from the Centro de Congressos, a 10-minute walk
or 5 minutes by UIA shuttle or taxi.
Hotel services: Forno Velho restaurant, A Capela tapas bar, Nomadik
lounge bar, fitness centre.

Our view: we liked the cosy feel – which is both
contemporary and atypical – the ideal location and the
excellent value for money.
Register online www.uianet.org
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Tourist Activities
It is preferable to reserve the tourist activities at the same time as you reserve your accommodation and pre-congress programme, by sending
the registration form to Destination Plus or by reserving at www.destinationplus-uia.com.
Some tours have a limited number of places and reservations will be taken on a first-come, first-served basis. We therefore recommend
reserving places for spouses/guests in advance.
You will still have the possibility of registering with Destination Plus at the Centro de Congressos, subject to availability. Payments must be made
in euros.
The definitive departure times for the tourist activities will be printed in the brochure and displayed in the Destination Plus reception office, as
well as in all the Congress hotels.
A minimum number of 15 participants is required for each activity, without which the activity may be postponed or cancelled (in this case a refund
will be offered). Destination Plus will not offer a refund for any no-shows on the day of the activity (see cancellation conditions, page 50).
All the activities offered below are exclusively reserved for UIA Congress attendees. The official language for all the activities is English.
Depending on the number of participants and the languages spoken, sub-groups may be formed.
All excursions will leave from the Centro de Congressos.

PORTO WALKING TOUR
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30 / AFTERNOON
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31 / AFTERNOON
PRICE: €35

During this walking tour you will discover the historic centre of
Porto, which is a Unesco World Heritage Site.
You will first head towards the Clérigos district and visit the Lello
bookstore, which is one of the most beautiful in the world and
apparently gave J.K. Rowling inspiration for the “Harry Potter”
series. You will then visit São Bento Railway Station, which is famous
for its azulejos (glazed tiles). The scenes depicted in the hall recall
traditional life in the north of Portugal, as well as major episodes in
the country’s history. You will also visit Porto Cathedral.

VISIT TO GRAHAM'S PORT LODGE
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31 / MORNING
PRICE: €45

It is impossible to visit Porto without enjoying a glass of port, for
which the city is famous! The port cellars are on the left bank of
the Douro, in the Vila Nova de Gaia district. To access them, you
will cross the famous Dom Luís I bridge, which was designed by
Théophile Seyrig, a disciple of Gustave Eiffel. You will visit the port
cellars at Graham’s, which was founded by two Scottish brothers in
the nineteenth century. You will then be offered three different ports
during a tasting session, while enjoying the panoramic view of the
historic centre and the Douro.

You will then discover the Ribeira district, in the historic heart of
Porto, with its coloured houses and narrow streets winding down to
the river. From the banks, you will be able to admire the Dom Luís I
bridge, the Serra do Pilar monastery, the port cellars and the rabelos
(traditional boats) which in the past were used to transport casks of
port from the Douro valley to Gaia.
The tour will end at the São Francisco church, which is renowned for
its gilt woodwork interior.
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A DAY TRIP TO THE MINHO PROVINCE
(NORTHERN PORTUGAL)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 1 / FULL DAY
PRICE: €90 INCLUDING LUNCH
Explore the Minho province to the north of Porto and discover three
historic villages in the heart of a verdant region.
The visit starts in Ponte de Lima, which is famous for its 24-arch
bridge that dates back to the Roman era. You will then travel to
Viana do Castelo, a medieval village founded in the thirteenth
century by Afonso III, on the northern coast. You will have lunch in
the magnificent Pousada de Viana do Castelo restaurant, which is
located at the top of the Monte de Santa Luzia and offers a panoramic
view of the town and the Atlantic Ocean. Before returning to Porto,
you will take a break in Barcelos, which is the cradle of Portuguese
traditional art and ceramics. It is here that the legend started of the
famous Rooster of Barcelos, which has become one of the emblems
of Portugal.

2018

VISIT TO THE SERRALVES FOUNDATION
AND GARDENS
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2 / MORNING
PRICE: €55
The Serralves Foundation is one of the main Portuguese
cultural institutions. In a magnificent 18-hectare park, it houses a
contemporary art museum and the Casa Serralves, a remarkable
example of thirties Art Deco architecture. The museum contains a
major collection of contemporary art, including works by Portuguese
and foreign artists from the sixties to the present day. The Serralves
Foundation also houses temporary exhibitions. The park alone is
worth a visit, with its French-style garden, rosery, lush vegetation
and numerous pools.

FADO EVENING
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 2 / EVENING
PRICE: €75
Allow yourself to be carried away by the melancholic sound of fado,
traditional Portuguese music that dates back to the start of the
nineteenth century in the working-class districts of Lisbon. Enjoy a
pleasant evening at the Casa da Mariquinhas, one of the oldest fado
houses in Porto. You will be served traditional Portuguese dishes in
a cosy setting while enjoying a fado show.

Register online www.uianet.org
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Pre-Congress
FROM LISBON TO PORTO
FROM SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27 TO TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30
(4 DAYS / 3 NIGHTS)

DAY 1 / SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27
LISBON

DAY 3 / MONDAY, OCTOBER 29
LISBON - BATALHA - COIMBRA

Please make your own way to Lisbon.
2.00 pm: You will meet your guide in the lobby of the Jupiter Lisboa
Hotel before leaving on a panoramic tour of Lisbon. You will first head to
the elegant Praça do Comércio (Commerce Square), on the banks of the
Tagus. You will then visit the very lively Baixa district, with its shopping
streets and its façades decorated with azulejos (ceramic tilework). You will
end the tour in the traditional district of Alfama, in the historic heart of the
city, which is dominated by the Castelo São Jorge (Saint George’s Castle).

Breakfast in the hotel. The tour will then head towards Coimbra, with a
stop in Batalha to visit the Monastery. There will be an optional stop at the
Fátima Sanctuary, which is visited by many Catholic pilgrims. Lunch. You
will then arrive in Coimbra, which is home to one of the oldest universities
in Europe, on the banks of the Mondego. There will be a tour of the
university and the Old Cathedral of Coimbra. Transfer by bus to the Curia
Palace Hotel, around thirty kilometres from Coimbra.
Dinner will be at the hotel, where you will be able to sample local
specialities.

Dinner and overnight stay in the 4-star Jupiter Lisboa Hotel.

DAY 2 / SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28
LISBON - SINTRA - CASCAIS - ESTORIL - LISBON
Breakfast in the hotel, then transfer by bus to the Belém district. You will
discover the Belém Tower, the Jerónimos Monastery (which are both
Unesco World Heritage Sites) and the Monument to the Discoveries,
paying homage to the Portuguese Sailors. You will have a gourmet snack
at the Maritime Museum in order to sample the famous pastéis de Belém
(egg tart pastries). Transfer by bus to Sintra, a charming town around
thirty kilometres from Lisbon. Lunch in a typical restaurant. After lunch,
you will visit the Royal Palace, the summer residence of the kings of
Portugal. Return to Lisbon via the Estoril coast. There will be a stop in
Cascais and in Estoril, two nice seaside towns.
You will then enjoy a typical Fado evening in one of the famous Fado
restaurants of Lisbon.

Overnight stay in the 4-star Curia Palace Hotel, Spa & Golf.

DAY 4 / TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30
COIMBRA - AVEIRO - PORTO
Breakfast in the hotel, then transfer by bus to Aveiro. You will discover the
moliceiros, coloured boats that are traditionally used to harvest algae. You
will take a boat trip along the numerous canals and tour Aveiro Cathedral.
You will also be able to sample some local pastries, including the Aveiro
ovos moles.
At the end of the morning, transfer by bus to Porto.
Our services end here.

Overnight stay in the 4-star Jupiter Lisboa Hotel.

FROM LISBON TO PORTO > FROM OCTOBER 27 TO 30
Minimum number of participants(1): 15

Double room

Single room

Set price per person

€1,050

€1,230

These prices include: The transfers on the programme, accommodation in a double and/or single room and breakfast in 4 star hotels in Lisbon (2 nights) and in Anadia (1
night), the meals mentioned in the programme, the tours and entry to the monuments mentioned in the programme, an English-speaking guide from day 1 to day 4 to Porto
and taxes.
These prices do not include: meals that are not on the programme, drinks, visa fees, tips, personal expenses, exceptional expenses for which the agency may not be held
liable, such as: strikes, delayed flights, poor weather conditions, etc., assistance/repatriation insurance (mandatory) and cancellation/baggage insurance (option).
(1) This tour could be maintained between 10 and 15 persons with a extra cost. The above prices were established on the basis of a minimum of 15 participants. Destination Plus reserves the right to
increase its prices or to cancel the pre-congress tour on July 31, 2018 if there are not 15 participants. If this is the case, Destination Plus will reimburse you for the amount of the pre-congress tour, except
for the expenses linked to the rescheduling of any international flights you have reserved. We therefore advise you to reserve air tickets that can be changed. Source: Destination Plus
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Food and Art - First UIA Photography Contest

Copyright: Massimo Sterpi

Porto is not only famous for its architecture and azulejos, but also for its culinary specialties.
Art and food have had a close relationship for centuries. Artistic representations of food,
drink or dish, as well as those of meal or banquet are profuse.
The Art Law and the Food Law Commissions jointly invite you to enter the

first photography contest held by the UIA
on the subject of “Food and Art”
Be creative and gourmand. Put the spotlight on our food. You are free to photograph whatever you wish,
the only limit on your creativity being that your photograph must have an explicit or implicit connection
to what we eat or drink. The 10 best photographs will be selected by a 5-person jury drawn from UIA
members and representatives of the city of Porto, and will be exhibited during the Porto Congress. The first
prize will be presented at the Gala Dinner.
Terms and conditions:
By taking part in this photography competition, you agree with the following terms and conditions:
n

The competition is opened exclusively to UIA members and/or to delegates who registered to the Porto

Congress;
n

Only one photograph (black and white or colour) can be sent by each participant;

n

You have to indicate the date and the place where the photograph was taken;

n

Each photograph shall be sent, in digital format (high quality jpegt) before August 31, 2018 to Ms. Judith

Bouchardeau at the following address: jb@borghese-associes.fr.
You declare and warrant that you are the author of the photograph, you hold any and all rights and you have
obtained the previous consent of any person represented.
You expressly authorise the UIA to reproduce and expose your photograph, for free, under any form and on any
support whatsoever (digital, paper, multimedia, etc.)

The jury reserves the right not to select a photograph which would be contrary
to morality or to the spirit of the competition.
Register online www.uianet.org
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Registration
REGISTER ONLINE OR FILL IN ONE REGISTRATION FORM PER CONGRESS PARTICIPANT.
Your registration will only be confirmed after the full payment of the registration fees.

CONGRESS PARTICIPANT INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATION

REGISTRATION FEES
Until July 31,
2018

From August 1 to
September 30,
2018

From October 1,
2018 onwards

Standard (categories 1 and 2 as per the UIA list)*

€ 1,550

€ 1,800

€ 2,000

Young lawyer (< 35 years)** (categories 1 and 2 as per the UIA list)*

€ 1,000

€ 1,150

€ 1 ,350

Emerging country (categories 3 and 4 as per the UIA list)*

€ 750

€ 900

€ 1,100

Young lawyer (< 35 years)** from an emerging country (categories 3 and 4 as per the UIA list)*

€ 600

€ 700

€ 900

UIA MEMBER

One-day registration (valid only for one day)

€ 550

NON MEMBER
Standard (categories 1 and 2 as per the UIA list)*

€ 1,950

€ 2,200

€ 2,400

Young lawyer (< 35 years)** (categories 1 and 2 as per the UIA list)*

€ 1,300

€ 1,450

€ 1,650

Emerging country (categories 3 and 4 as per the UIA list)*

€ 1,000

€ 1,150

€ 1,350

Young lawyer (< 35 years)** from an emerging country (categories 3 and 4 as per the UIA list)*

€ 800

€ 900

€ 1,100

One-day registration (valid only for one day)

€ 650

SPECIAL RATES (please submit appropriate credentials)
Full-time academic, judge and government lawyer***

€ 900

Law student****

€ 250

ACCOMPANYING PERSONS’ REGISTRATION*****
Accompanying person - Adult

€ 500

Young accompanying person (8 to 18 years old)

€ 250

(*) The list is available on the UIA Website: www.uianet.org, membership section.
(**) This registration is for young lawyers who are under 35 years old only.
(***) This registration is for judges, government lawyers and for academics that are non-lawyers only.
(****) This registration is reserved for students under 30 years old and does not provide access to the informal evening.
(*****) This registration does not provide access to working sessions.

HOW TO REGISTER?
Register online at the UIA website: www.uianet.org
Paper registration: Kindly complete the enclosed registration form.
Please write your surname and first name(s) in capital letters.
Please send the completed and signed form by mail, fax or email to:
UNION INTERNATIONALE DES AVOCATS
20 rue Drouot - 75009 Paris - France
Tel.: +33 1 44 88 55 66 - Fax: +33 1 44 88 55 77
Email: uiacentre@uianet.org
A confirmation by email will be sent by the UIA for each registration
received with the full payment of the registration fees. In the event
you do not receive our email within 7 days, please contact us to find
out the status of your registration. Members of the legal profession
cannot be registered as accompanying persons for the congress.
Accompanying persons are not authorized to attend the scientific
sessions.
To be able to participate in the social activities, accompanying
persons need to have registered and paid the corresponding
registration fees. They will be given a special badge.

REGISTRATION FEES
The registration fees for UIA members or non-members include the
following*:
n Opening ceremony and welcome cocktail at Casa da Música on
October 30, 2018
n Informal reception at the Quinta dos Barões on October 31, 2018
except for law students,
n Closing ceremony and cocktail at the Centro de Congressos on
November 2, 2018,
n Working sessions (main themes, commissions and working
groups), except for accompanying persons,
n Lunches and coffee breaks on October 31, November 1 and 2, 2018
n Congress bag (for congress participants only),
n Access to the exhibition area.
All the participants are requested to mention the activities in which
they wish to participate, whether or not they are included in the
congress registration fees.
For activities that are not included in the registration fees, no
registration shall be made until the full payment for the concerned
activity has been received.
* Except in the case of one-day registrations or accompanying persons.
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METHODS OF PAYMENT TO THE UIA

Congress Registration Fees / Gala Dinner / General Excursion
The Congress registration fees, as well as the gala dinner and the general
excursion fees, must be paid:
1 / By credit card (VISA, MASTERCARD) in Euros only.
2 / By SWIFT bank transfer, specifying on the transfer order: “no charges for
the beneficiary”, in favor of the Union Internationale des Avocats, indicating
your surname and first name and the reference: “62nd Porto Congress”.
Account holder:
Union Internationale des Avocats
Société Générale - 91 avenue des Champs Elysées
75116 Paris - France
BIC/SWIFT : SOGE FRPPXXX
IBAN: FR76 3000 3033 9200 0503 4165 164

METHODS OF PAYMENT TO DESTINATION PLUS
Accommodation / Tourist Activities / Pre-Congress Programme
A €30 processing fee will be charged (regardless of the number of persons).
1 / By credit card (VISA or MASTERCARD) in Euros only.
2 / By SWIFT bank transfer, specifying on the transfer order: “no charges for

2018

the beneficiary”, in favor of Destination Plus, indicating your surname and
first name and the reference: “62nd Porto Congress” as well as the file number
(given on the confirmation/ invoice).
Account holder:
DESTINATION PLUS CONGRES UIA
Société Générale - Paris Breteuil (03291)
78, avenue de Breteuil - 75015 Paris - France
BIC: SOGEFRPP
IBAN: FR76 3000 3032 9100 0206 0128 637
Please attach a copy of your transfer order with your signed confirmation/
invoice.
Any registration received after September 30, 2018 must be paid by credit
card only (VISA or MASTERCARD).
A confirmation/invoice, including all the requested services and a file number,
will be sent to you by mail. If you do not receive it within 48 hours please
contact Destination Plus promptly.
Reservations will only be confirmed upon receipt of the signed
confirmation/invoice along with the total payment. Without response from
the participants within 7 days, reservations will be automatically cancelled.

General Conditions
All registrations received by the Union Internationale des Avocats (UIA)
along with the full payment of fees corresponding to the events selected
will be confirmed in writing. A registration number will be assigned to each
participant, which will be required during registration at the Centro de
Congressos for handing over the Congress documents.
For any registration after September 30, 2018, payments must be made by
credit card only (bank transfers will not be accepted after this date).
The UIA and Destination Plus reserve the right to cancel or postpone the
Congress to a later date, change the Congress venue and/or programme,
make any corrections or modifications in the information published in
the Congress programme and cancel any invitation to participate in the
congress, at any time and at their discretion, without having to provide
any reasons.
Neither the UIA, Destination Plus, nor any of its managers, employees,
agents, members or representatives shall be held responsible for any loss
or damage, of any nature, suffered (directly or indirectly) by a Congress
delegate, accompanying person or a third party following any cancellations,
changes, postponements or modifications.
Neither the UIA, nor any of its managers, employees, agents, members or
representatives shall be held responsible for any loss or damage, of any
nature whatever, suffered (directly or indirectly) by a Congress delegate
or accompanying person, except in case of death or personal injury due to
gross negligence by the UIA.
The contractual relationship between the UIA and each participant
(Congress delegate or accompanying person) in relation to the Congress
are governed exclusively by French law. All dispute arising therefrom shall
be resolved exclusively by the courts of Paris, France.
For accommodation for the Congress and the tours proposed by Destination
Plus before and during the Congress, the contractual relationship will be
established directly between Destination Plus and each participant. This
relationship is governed exclusively by French law, and all dispute arising
therefrom shall be resolved exclusively by the courts of Paris, France.

FORMALITIES

It is the responsibility of Congress participants to ensure compliance
with police, customs and health formalities for their journey. Congress
participants unable to take part in the Congress because of their inability
to take a flight or any other means of transportation due to being unable
to provide the documents required (passport, visa, vaccination certificate,
etc.) cannot claim any reimbursement from the UIA.

FORCE MAJEURE

“Force majeure” means any event external to the parties, of both an unforeseeable
and insurmountable nature, that prevents either the client or the participants, or
the agency or service providers involved in organizing the Congress, from
executing all or part of the obligations provided for in the present agreement. By

Register online www.uianet.org

express agreement, such will be the case in the event of a strike affecting the
means of transport, hotel staff, air traffic controllers, an insurrection, a riot or any
prohibition whatever decreed by Governmental or public authorities. It is expressly
agreed that for the parties, a case of force majeure would suspend the execution
of their reciprocal obligations. At the same time, each of the parties shall be
responsible for all the expenses incumbent upon them, resulting from the case of
force majeure.

HEALTH

The organizers decline any liability in case of any health problems that may
lead to complications or be aggravated during any part of the stay: pregnancy,
cardio-vascular problems, any allergies, special diets, any disorders under
treatment and not yet resolved on the day the Congress starts, psychological,
mental or depressive illness, etc. (Non-exhaustive list).

PERSONAL DATA PROTECTION

The personal data that you communicate to us shall be processed by
the International Association of Lawyers (UIA – Union Internationale des
Avocats), with its registered office at 20 rue Drouot, 75009 Paris (Tel: +33 1
44 88 55 66 - Fax: +33 1 44 88 55 77 - privacy@uianet.org), in accordance
with Act No. 78-17 of January 6, 1978 relating to data, files and freedoms
and Regulation No. 2016/679 on data protection, as of its entry into force
on May 25, 2018. Your data will be managed by UIA's General Services,
Events and Accounts Section:
n For the purpose of administering your registration for the event and
your on-site access to the event;
n In order to pay for the selected services - your bank details will be
deleted after receipt of your payment;
n In order to communicate information messages from UIA.
To the extent necessary for the execution of their respective tasks, our
subcontractors in charge of our congress organisation, our IT infrastructure,
our management, the production and maintenance of our website and
extranet, are likely to gain access to your data from time to time. Their
servers are located in the European Union.
Data relating to your participation in the event shall be stored for a period
of 10 years. We are obliged to archive billing data until the end of the period
required for our tax and accounting obligations, i.e. for 7 full tax years. We
shall store your contact information to keep you informed until you ask us
to stop.
You have the right to access your data and have it corrected if necessary.
You may object to any processing of your data undertaken by us for the
purposes of our legitimate interests. If you wish for more information, or to
lodge a complaint, please contact CNIL (French Data Protection Authority).
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Cancellation Terms
CANCELLATION OF REGISTRATION
FOR THE CONGRESS / GALA DINNER /
GENERAL EXCURSION
All cancellations will be subject to a 20% processing fee and must
be sent in writing to the UIA no later than September 30, 2018.
There will be no refunds for cancellations received after this date.
All refunds will be paid after the Congress.
Participants who have paid the total registration fee and who are
unable to attend the Congress personally may send a colleague as
a substitute after informing the UIA. A €50 processing fee will be
charged.

The partial cancellation is subject to cancellation fees according to
the below schedule (terms apply for all hotels):

Time of partial cancellation 		

From registration to September 29, 2018
From September 30, 2018
		

Fees

No fees
1 night

No refund will be made in case of no show, late arrival (check in after
the confirmed arrival date) or early departure (check out prior to the
confirmed departure date).

2 / Tourist Activities

Invitation Letters

If you require an official invitation letter in order to obtain a visa,
please:
n Register for the Congress and pay the registration fees as early as
possible and no later than August 31, 2018 to ensure there is enough
time to obtain a visa;
n Submit your request for an invitation letter no later than
September 30, 2018. Invitation letters cannot be guaranteed after
this date.

Applying for your visa

Once you have your invitation letter, you will need to apply for
your visa. You are urged to contact the nearest Portuguese embassy
or consulate as early as possible to determine where you should
apply. You should also ask how long completing the visa process
normally takes.

Until 15 days before the Congress: no cancellation fees will be
charged.
After that: 100% will be charged.
In case of no show on the day of the excursion, no refund will be
made.

3 / Pre-Congress Programme

The cancellation is subject to cancellation fees according to the
below schedule:

Time of cancellation 		

From registration to July 31, 2018
From August 1 to 26, 2018 		
From August 27 to October 8, 2018
From October 9, 2018

Fees

No fees
30%		
50%
100%

No refund will be made in case of no show or early departure.

Registration refunds due to visa refusal

If you are refused a visa and you applied for your visa before August
31, 2018, we will refund your registration fees minus €50 to cover
administrative costs. To be considered for a registration refund,
please:
n Submit proof of a visa refusal to the UIA before the Congress;
n Submit a stamped copy of your visa application form (showing
that you applied before August 31, 2018) before the Congress.
If your visa is issued after the Congress date or if you do not have
proof of a visa refusal, you will not be entitled to a refund.

Should the minimum number of participants (15)* not be reached
by July 31, 2018, Destination Plus reserves the right to cancel the
pre-congress programme.
Destination Plus would therefore reimburse the pre-congress
programme amount (except for expenses linked to changes in
international flights booked on your own). Reimbursements will be
made after the Congress.
*The tour could be organised for 10 to 15 participants with an extra
cost.

4 / Assistance / Repatriation Insurance (at your own expense)

CANCELLATION OF ACCOMMODATION /
TOURIST ACTIVITIES /
PRE-CONGRESS PROGRAMME
In case of cancellation, the €30 processing fee will not be refunded.

1 / Accommodation

Rooms have been reserved for the UIA Congress and are subject to
special conditions for group sales (see below).
The total cancellation of your stay is subject to cancellation fees
according to the below schedule (terms apply for all hotels):

Time of cancellation 			

From registration to July 31, 2018 		
From August 1 to September 15, 2018 		
From September 16 to October 15, 2018
From October 16, 2018
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With regard to your participation in the Congress, we recommend
that you purchase an insurance policy providing hospitalization
and medical expenses coverage. If you are taking part in the precongress programme you must obtain assistance/repatriation
insurance.
For your information, insurance may be included if you pay with
some credit cards (please check with your bank to obtain details
about such coverage).
The UIA and Destination Plus decline all liability in case a Congress
participant fails to purchase such an insurance policy.

Fees

€ 30
1 night
50%
100%

Graphic Design BE TREND - Paris
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Map of Porto

Centro de Congressos da Alfândega do Porto

Vincci Porto Hotel 4*

Sheraton Porto Hotel & Spa 5*

Carris Porto Ribeira Hotel 4*

The Yeatman Hotel 5*

Casa da Música

Infante Sagres Hotel 5*

Quinta dos Barões

Pestana Vintage Porto Hotel 5*

Palácio da Bolsa

13004 Fidelidade Anuncio Marca Confianca_210x148_5_AF.pdf
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The UIA
serving
the Rule
of Law

Protecting Lawyers
Promoting the Rule of Law
Strengthening Access to Justice
Advocating for Human Rights
Calling for the End of Death Penalty
Supporting Independence
of the legal Profession

Are you interested in our actions? Are you willing to support our projects?
Contact the UIA by email uiacentre@uianet.org, by phone +33 1 44 88 55 66
or visit our website www.uianet.org > Section “Defend the Rule of Law”

